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trials that befell my miniscule publishing ‘empire’ following

the last issue of Starshell. The old Mac G4 that housed all my
page layout software (including an ancient version of Adobe

Pagemaker) as well as all my newsletter templates (I publish four
other periodicals besides this one), graphics, fonts, etc., suffered

a hard drive crash and the aforementioned was forever lost! Sensing such a calamity
could well be in the offing, I had purchased a new Apple iMac computer last year,

but had been putting off the substantial investment in new publishing software. The
hard drive crash effectively put me out of business; a trip to the local Apple com-

puter dealer was no longer an option. So—as evidenced by a much lighter wallet—I
am now armed with the latest versions of Adobe In Design, Photoshop, Illustrator

and Acrobat Pro. It would be nice if all you had to do was ‘plug it in,’ sit back and

let it go to work, but alas, one is presented with a rather precipitous learning curve

which I, as a retired railroader, take no satisfaction in comparing to the challenging

eastward ruling grade out of Field, BC to Lake Louise via the famous Spiral Tunnels!
Putting this issue of Starshell together during the past few weeks has clearly been a
challenge, but nevertheless, I’ve already learned a great deal about the capabilities
of modern publishing software and hopefully, as I progress, there should be some
marvelous visible enhancements to good ‘ol Starshell … right?

OUR COVER image this issue was painted by Carmen Fielding of Moose Jaw, Sask.

Carmen
won the artwork portion of the NOAC Naval Centennial Essay Contest for Western Canada last year.
She was a Grade XII student at Vanier Collegiate in Moose Jaw at the time.
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tennial Contest. John MacKenzie was a Grade XII student at Riverview High School in Riverview, New
Brunswick at the time he composed the poem.

Where Land Ends, Life Begins
By John MacKenzie
My Dear Friend:
My name could be yours.
Yours could be the face reflecting in the mirror.
But it isn’t, and it wasn’t,
Thank God.
I hope you never have to feel as I did.
It’s never the stories or the numbers that should shock you;
it’s the feeling.
It’s the emotion, raw and chafing that should terrify.
Physical pain can fade, but my memories can’t be forgotten,
the images in my head can’t be unseen.
1791: not a date, but the number of the dead.
This shouldn’t scare you.
32 sunken ships should not give you perspective.
My ship could be any of them; any could be yours.
I am the every man.
I am every man who stood against any army, who
has felt the same fear, hatred, pain and sympathy course
through their veins.
Each with there own individual thoughts and feelings.
I hope you never get the chance.
It was called “The Battle of the Atlantic,” and the sea
was not kind to us.
Razor-sharp winds that tore our flags apart,
pack-ice that seemed indestructible.
Strangely, the dark chill of night could bring knowledge
of the next day; the wind brought an inkling of what
was to come, and the cold had a way of impressing
upon a sailor’s skin how long ‘till confrontation.
The calm before the maelstrom was always intense.
The rain appeared to freeze mid-air, and the slow turn of a
head was like the scraping of two hulls against one another.
Life grinded to a halt, and then hurled forward
Like a ball thrown in the air by a child; it is tossed as high
as it will go, and when it reaches its zenith, it hovers for a
moment, hidden by the twinkling of the sun, blinding the
child, then comes careening down to earth, bringing with
it pain, fear, despair and deep, pressing claustrophobia.
When the fight begins, the water explodes with fire,
metal and sound.
Then it is push and pull; it becomes a battle to see who can
survive long enough as the prey to become the predator.

The pushing and shoving is frustrating; as one cannot
feel the pressure against them, cannot tell where to
push against. It is chaos, sheer chaos.
This confusion envelops the scene, taking on the form of
screaming men, metal ripping from metal, lives
taking lives, humans killing humans.
The ships cluster in groups, each small fight making up
part of a greater circle of pandemonium.
Sometimes the adrenalin alone is enough to distract
from what is going on. Sometimes it isn’t.
And when it’s over, and everyone breathes again, the smoke
clears and the devastation becomes apparent.
Thus continued the cycle of silence—inhale—uproar—
exhale—silence.
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The following poem placed First in the Province of New Brunswick during the 2010 NOAC Naval Cen-

I became so involved and so integrated in the institution
that I felt it was my duty to die, to give myself up
for the greater good.
I never thought it would actually happen, though.
I would be a survivor, but just in case,
I had to be ready for the worst. I wasn’t. No one was.
I thought I had prepared myself, but I didn’t truly
believe that I would be one of the 1791; I would be a hero.
But I felt insignificant.
I felt like a small part of something bigger.
That’s why so many of us became soldiers; to be part
of something, whether it be malignant or benign.
To feel pride in Canada and all she symbolizes for us.
To belong, to protect. To be allowed to love.
For me, where land ended, life began.
My dear fiend, the advice I give to you now is to fight for love,
Leave be the things that are small, but if you ever fight
for anything in your lifetime, make it love.
Make it family, friends, lovers and children.
Seek only to defend and never, ever begin a conflict
where one never was.
Listen to the dead; we made mistakes so you don’t have to.
The future of this country is based on you.
I was and am; you are and will be Canada.
Every time a child waves a flag, a cadet salutes an officer,
or a refugee crosses our border, they become Canada;
protect what you love.
In the end, it is all we have.

Convoy 1943 © L. B. ‘Yogi’ Jenson
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Commentary

You heard it here first!
Snippets from the First Gulf War
By Bruce Johnston, NOAC National Deputy President

O

f course it is twenty years

in the Oka crisis and the First Gulf War

ships sailed, and when they did sail it

tions may not enjoy absolute

work had been going on within the DGM-

of Commander MARCOM, VAdm Bob

later, so some of these reflec-

accuracy, and for that I apolo-

gize, however, they will be close. Some

reinforcement did occur as I was invited
to address the ‘seniors’ course at the

Staff College for a number of years and

enjoyed recounting what will likely never
be captured in the history books.

In 1989, I was appointed Director

General Military Plans and Operations or
DGMPO at National Defence Headquar-

ters. It was not a responsibility that I took

PO staff, led by Colonel Mike O’Brien, my
Ops guy. Essentially, a new headquarters
defence plan was being produced which

would allow the implementation of a joint
staff organization into the headquarters.

At the time, then Colonel Joe Sharpe was
heading up a directorate for the creation
of Joint Doctrine within the CF. The es-

sential first element was to be a ‘keystone’
manual for joint operations.

Had both these documents been ma-

was under the operational command

George. For me I was facing crisis num-

ber one (Oka) for which the CDS was 90%
engaged and the Department 10%; and
crisis number two (Gulf) for which the

CDS was 10% engaged and the Department 90%. Both seemed to required

100% of my time! Huddleston observed
a ‘weakness’ in our crisis management

organization, “We only have one CDS and
one DGMPO!”

As September neared I was ap-

on gladly as I, and many other observers,

ture and approved for use, and exercised,

proached by LCol Gord Loney, a staff

crisis management capability within the

have been in place from the very begin-

opined that it would be prudent to do

were convinced there was no effective

Canadian Forces (CF) at the time. This

had been demonstrated through count-

less examples. Many congratulated me

on being named to this very responsible
position, however, the fact was that this
was now June 1989; I was the last ‘one

star’ without a job and DGMPO was the

last ‘one star’ post unfilled. As an aside,

I was the second naval officer to hold the
position; the first was Gordie Edwards.

Rumour has it that the incumbent at the
time (an army BGen) warned Gordie:
“You know this job is 90% army!”, to

which Gord responded (to the delight

of those listening outside the door), “So

what do I do after nine in the morning?”
My first action was to call on the

then these organizational elements would
ning of the CF response. However, they

were not. Nor was I ‘in place’ at the time.
When Iraq invaded Kuwait, I was accom-

panying the Minister of National Defence
Bill McKnight on a tour of Canadian

peacekeeping operations in the Middle

East. We were in Tel Aviv and continued
over the next two days to Cypress and

then Syria before he was encouraged to

return to Canada. Soon after my arrival
back in the headquarters came the ‘aid

to civil power’ request to the Chief of the
Defence Staff (CDS) from the Premier

of Québec. Now we officially had ‘two

crises’ to deal with when my ‘worst case’
had envisaged no more than one.

During the preceding few days the

DCDS, LGen Dave Huddleston, and give

initial Canadian response to the crisis was

tive would be to create an effective crisis

consisting of HMC Ships Protecteur, Terra

him my commitment that my first objec-

management organization before we had
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simultaneously. Fortunately, some good

a crisis! A year later we were embroiled

decided upon in the form of a Task Group
Nova and Athabaskan. Of course much
more work was required before those

officer in the Plans organization. Gord
some initial planning for the deploy-

ment of CF 18s to the Gulf. I told him to

‘remove himself from my presence’ with
the advice that for Canadians, sending

ships was a big deal and Canada would
never send fighters. The next day he

returned with his boss Col Alain Forand

and both strongly advocated that we start
planning for CF 18s. I reluctantly agreed
and warned the work was to be kept

absolutely under wraps. Well, Op Plan

SCIMITAR was born that very day. A few
days later Forand was back to indicate

that for planning to continue, the involvement of the Air Division (then BGen Jean
Boyle) in Europe was essential. At that

point it was essential to bring Gen Huddleston into the effort and he approved

involving 1 CAD. Just to prove that some
things never end, within a week 1 CAD

planners signalled they must have a recce
to Riyadh to consult with international

wait but not for long.

At this juncture the US was encourag-

ing its NATO partners to commit addi-

tional forces to the region. That message
was conveyed back to our Ambassador
to NATO, Gordon Smith. We were in
a period where the Clerk of the Privy

Council, Paul Tellier, chaired a morning
meeting each day at 0830 to review first

Chief of Staff to J3 (COS J3) and my crisis

mander with a ‘joint mission’ must be

tion. We began the development of a joint

nated ‘component commanders.’ Further,

action team transitions to a joint organizacommand system for the Gulf operations.
Col Joe Sharpe is now a pretty popular

guy. Everyone is knocking on his door,

“Joe, you know that keystone manual you

were writing for joint ops? Wouldn’t have
any copies left would you?”

Then there were the naysayers. “The

Oka and then the Gulf. Gordon Smith,

CF is a single service. You can’t be joint

External lead for the Gulf) briefed the

up with a new definition of joint. ‘Joint is

accompanied by Jeremy Kinsman (the

gathering that the US ‘wants Canada to
do more.’ At which point LGen Hud-

dleston stood up and with arms spread

in ‘simulated flight’ briefed the group on

Op Plan SCIMITAR. This was a Tuesday
and Tellier directed a brief to Cabinet on
Thursday. I briefed the plan and Hud-

dleston (arms spread once again) careful-

ly outlined the lack of distinction between
‘offensive counter air’ and ‘defensive

counter air,’ e.g., it doesn’t matter to the

aircraft you just shot down whether you

were doing OCA or DCA. Nevertheless,

it was not until a second Cabinet meeting

with a single service!” So we had to come
when two or more single service doc-

trines are prevalent in a single operation.’
Curiously, many at the time considered

MARCOM to be a ‘joint’ command given

the ships were Navy and the aircraft were
provided by the Air Force. However, for

primarily ‘protecting’ the ships. This led

to a challenging search for an airfield, but
that’s another story.

By now the Task Group was nearing

their operating area with Commodore
Ken Summers as the Commander. At

home we were facing some challenges in
terms of organization of our expanding

capability in the conflict. Initially it was
clear that the ships would be under the

operational command of MARCOM and
the aircraft under the operational com-

mand of Air Division. Once operational

in the Gulf however, it became more clear
that Canada would be embarking on a

rules of engagement. The activation of

the Joint HQ was considerably delayed as
the J6 staff struggled to provide appropriate communications. Initially the best

they could come up with was the Long

Range Comms Terminal or LRCT which
would give us only teletype and then

only 18-20 hours a day. Ultimately, three
separate satellite links joined Ottawa to

Bahrain. Three digit telephone numbers

allowed instantaneous access between the
two HQs.

I recall one day, well into the opera-

his US counterpart, I dialed those three

and not joint doctrine no matter how

many different colour uniforms are present. You can’t be ‘joint’ just because you
want to be!

The command concept for the Gulf

Chastelain). The concept required the

task was defensive in nature and involved

in place and robust enough to support the

is that ASW is a single service doctrine

ships and aircraft are both Navy. The key

Prime Minister Mulroney. There was a

be based adjacent to the Gulf, given their

until the supporting communications are

tion, and knowing Ken had made a visit

was authored by COS J3 and quickly

caveat however, in that the aircraft must

no such organization can be put in place

antisubmarine warfare (ASW) in the US,

the following Monday that the deploy-

ment was approved and announced by

supported by a ‘joint staff’ and desig-

approved by the CDS (General de

establishment of a Joint HQ in the region
(ultimately in Bahrain) with the commander being assigned ‘operational

command’ of the ships and aircraft in

to the carrier Midway for discussions with
numbers to see how it went. I recalled

it was his first carrier landing and asked

if he was nervous. He replied, “No, you
know you are getting close but there are

no windows and then a terrific crash and

you are there.” I asked if he was nervous
on the subsequent catapult launch.

“Bruce,” he says, “I was sitting next to
Brooke Shields!” My guess was that

meant he didn’t notice when the aircraft
was launched.

One lesson for me throughout this

theatre. This concept was initially resisted

endeavour was the importance of con-

clear by the CDS that there would be a

success of the CF 18 deployment to LCol

by Navy, however, when it was made

joint commander and that the first joint

commander would be Cmdre Summers,

the Navy acquiesced. The Deputy Com-

mander of Mobile Command did not like
the assignment of operational command
to a joint commander. He observed to

me, “Why don’t you just say ‘detached

under the command of?’” I replied that if

we did, I would have two commands that

don’t understand instead of just one! And

tingency planning. I often attribute the
Gord Loney. Without his initiative we

may never have had a ‘finished’ contin-

gency plan in time to match the political
decision making process. From the call

‘to do more’ to the announcement by the
PM was just six days. Without Op Plan

SCIMITAR we would not have provided
the assurances the government would
require.

Some years later during one of the

so it went on.

discussion sessions at the Staff College,

for perhaps the first time in our history.

had never done this before. As a result

conspiracy to keep the Army out of the

the DCDS, we began the transition to a

brought home to participate in an exercise

joint operation under national command
Within DGMPO, with the blessing of

joint staff organization; DCDS is J3, I am

You have to remember that Canada

we were very careful. Summers was
to ‘design’ his headquarters. A com-
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planners. In the end this would have to

I was asked if, in effect, there was a

operation. To say I was shocked would

be a bit of an understatement, however in
retrospect, I could see where one could
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draw that conclusion. If you believed

placed the TG in an ideal location for the

for all coordination and planning. An-

Force and Army options were all on the

coordinate, provide and indeed, com-

got upset that I spent so much time

that ‘contingency plans’ for Navy, Air

subsequent logistics support it was to

shelf and it was just a matter of selecting
one, then of course, it must have been a
conspiracy to keep the Army at home!

mand. Most importantly however, the

location and mission was consistent with

the defensive capability of the ships. Up-

In fact we had done no contingency

permost always in my mind was ‘don’t

planning for independent Canadian

forget, there is no place we have to go!’

operations. Yes, we were still writing

What did not go right however, was

other ‘one star’ asked if the CDS ever

talking with the Deputy Minister. My

response was no, given I spent even more
time talking with the CDS. This was a

headquarters which was totally mobilized
toward operations during the period.
Of course I had to work in a golf

new plans for the deployment of the 1st

the involvement of the environmental

analogy at one point in the proceedings.

contingency planning. Late in the game

process. In this instance the CDS did

Team (CAT) I asked how many were

Canadian Division to Europe, but no

the Army, virtually on its own initiative,

commenced planning for the deployment
of a brigade sized formation to the Gulf.
This initiative died under the weight of

personnel (12,000) and time to deploy (six
months). This only a matter of weeks before hostilities were to commence. In the
end deployment of a Field Hospital was
selected as at least a viable operation.

Much went right during this most

demanding time. An example that is not
often discussed was the selection of an

operating area for the Naval Task Group

(TG). Cmdre Summers was given the re-

sponsibility and his recommendation was
essentially to place the TG in the centre of
the Gulf. It was a fairly aggressive location but with the might of the US Navy

between us and Iraq, it was viable. It also

commanders in the decision making

not benefit from the active involvement
and component advice he should have
received from his environmental commanders (MARCOM, AIRCOM and

Mobile Command). Part of this was their

location, well removed from Ottawa. Another part was the lack of understanding

of the role of a component commander or
component advisor in this case. Component advisors (classic context is the Joint

At an early meeting of the Crisis Action
golfers. Quite a few hands went up. I

then asked the golfers to reflect on how

many times their shots were short of the

green compared to over the green. quite
a few eyes were downcast. My final

admonition was: “…in our business we
can’t afford to be short of the green.”

And indeed we went the extra distance in
every instance.

Just a note at this point however. Oka

Chiefs in the US) are an essential check

and the First Gulf War were conducted

Staff. It is also critical that these advi-

often wonder today how the coordination

and balance on the decisions of the Joint
sors have their own operations and plans
organizations to be able to fully evaluate
joint staff recommendations.

Again on the plus side, a benefit of

the joint organization was the clear focus
on the office of COS J3 as the focal point

within a single national headquarters. I
would or could take place with Canada
Command, Expeditionary Force Command, Special Operations Command,

Strategic Joint Staff, etc. Perhaps it might
be worth a future commentary.

Naval Syllogisms for Canada
By Richard Archer
Syllogism: A form of argument of reasoning consisting
of two statements and a conclusion drawn from them.
Gage Canadian Dictionary

I

n my second year at Royal Roads, I took

logical fallacy, one attacks the personal

conclusion, this is a simple but effective

first learned all about the ‘classic falla-

the (presumably unerring) logic of his

example:

an English-related course on ‘logic.’ I
cies’ that run generally unchallenged,

not only in debate, but also in propagan-

arguments. Does this sound familiar?

But beyond developing a useful abil-

da and advertising. In politics these days

ity to detect logical fallacies in the mass

seems to be the one called the ‘ad homi-

I was intrigued by what is called the syl-

the most prevalent fallacy, for example,
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merit of the opposing arguer, rather than

nen’ (‘against the man’) argument. In this

structure for a logical argument. For

All trees have roots;
an oak is a tree;

of communications that now deluges us,

therefore, an oak has roots

logism. Comprising two premises and a

The logic is inescapable, and when I

from inception to final disposal can be

• Therefore, Canada must have in place

I tried to keep this structure in mind. But

• Therefore, Canada must now develop

maintenance and ongoing development

political and other demands of the pro-

includes a long-term, multi-disciplinary

arguments in favour of a course of action
I confess that given the complexities and

grams I was involved in, it wasn’t always

possible to follow the structure, especially
where a conclusion was preordained, and
where the arguments had to be couched
to lead to that conclusion. And even

if the structure was present and valid,

it was often buried in a mass of prose.

Nevertheless, the ultimate objective was
to produce a paper where the reader,

after reading the premises, would come

inevitably to the same conclusion as the

as much as 50 years.

a strategic plan for shipbuilding that

and multi-party acknowledgement of

the requirement to put naval construction on a stronger, more persistent footing than the current boom-and-bust
practices.
Third:

and execute a longer-term plan for the
of capable naval forces and associated
personnel.

Sixth:

• Canada must collaborate with allies
and like-minded nations, principally
the United States, if it is to pull its

weight and favourably influence Canadian interests in world affairs.

• The design and construction of naval

• The Canadian Navy needs to con-

Canada is a national strategic resource

capability developments amongst its

and other governmental ships in
and capability.

stantly upgrade if it is to keep pace with
allies.

author.

• Such design and construction re-

• Therefore, the Canadian Government

we could apply this logical reasoning to

ance of expert shipyard, combat system

funding, trained personnel and other

With this objective in mind, perhaps

NOAC’s arguments in favour of the ro-

bust, expeditionary Canadian Navy that

quires the development and mainten-

integration and other high technology
work forces.

Canada evidently needs. The aim would

• Therefore, Canada must build up

as a skeleton to be fleshed out for crafting

with persistent work so as to avoid the

be to have a simple syllogistic framework

position papers and other arguments. Accordingly, I propose below some possible
syllogisms to be the skeletons. Some of

the ideas are variations on a theme, but I

leave them in as different ways to look at

an issue. The ones on shipbuilding could
be construed as possibly overcome by

events, but I leave those in as back-up.
First:

• A maritime nation requires the industrial capacity and high technology work
force for developing and constructing

its own marine vessels and infrastructure to its own standards.

• Canada is a maritime nation.

such work forces and provide them
past boom-and-bust practices.

Fourth:

• The decades-hence worldwide stra-

played out on the seas, especially in
Asia Pacific.

Canada is a national strategic resource
and capability.

• Most Canadians think of Canada as
a continental power within North
America.

crucially dependent on its three ocean
oceans themselves for its security and
prosperity.

wide, as a highly flexible instrument

heritage, and in their present and future

short notice to navigable waters worldof foreign and defence policy with influence in support of the nation’s and

allied security, prosperity and human-

educated in their maritime history and

dependence on the freedom of the seas.
I admit that at first blush some of

itarian aspirations.

these possible syllogisms, particularly

future of Canada is a robust, capable,

rigorous scrutiny, so I would welcome

Fifth:

their premises, may not stand up to your
feedback on these ideas and on ways to
improve them.

When the dust settles on the current

• Canada needs to maintain flexible

national election in Canada, and we have

maritime policy if it is to favourably

the time will be ripe to approach them

and capable instruments of foreign and
influence world affairs to its advantage.

• A robust, deployable and capable

ship acquisition process takes a decade

crucial ingredient in any foreign and

or more, while the life of a naval ship

Seventh:

• Therefore, Canadians must be better

• The current ‘capital ships’ of the

Navy are in mid-life at best and the

ian operations.

• A Canadian Navy can be deployed at

deployable Navy.

and other governmental ships in

its own peace, security and humanitar-

approaches and on the freedom of the

technology work force.

• The design and construction of naval

tain its contribution to allied as well as

of possible future confrontation will be

• Therefore, a crucial ingredient to the

Second:

resources for the Navy if it is to main-

• In fact, Canada is a maritime nation,

• Therefore Canada requires its own
marine industrial capacity and high

must have in place sufficient policy,

tegic situation is unpredictable, except
that if current trends continue, much

Navy with well-trained crews is a
maritime policy.
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was an NDHQ staff officer framing the

a new crop of Cabinet members and MPs,
with the NOAC’s pro-Navy arguments.
Richard Archer is the immediate past-

National Executive Director of the NOAC
and a member of Ottawa Branch.
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Shipboard Tactical Data Systems
Some Recollections
Excerpt from a keynote address to Dalhousie Conference – The Canadian Navy
Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow, Halifax, 16 to 18 June 2010

By Jim Carruthers
THINGS HAPPEN
Looking ahead seems to work pretty well

with technology, however, in real life stuff
just seems to happen. Looking back at

key decisions in my life, two were: to join
the navy and be an engineer.

I did not choose the navy or Royal

Roads. Growing up in Drumheller, AB,
I am not even sure I knew there was a

drive of a weapon mount. It was the

prototype ship—I was the prototype CSE.
There was a feeling among some authority that the navy did not need another

Electrical Officer so these were turbulent
times—an interesting story but no space
here.

As the engineer during construction

navy and I certainly hadn’t heard about

of the Combined Support Division, I was

When I failed French I couldn’t go to the

combat systems destined for the TRIBAL

Roads—I just needed a free education.

University of Alberta, but could attend

Roads because equivalency in Ontario did
not require French. Turned out to be the
best decision I didn’t make.

At the start of my second year at

Royal Roads, the Dean suggested with

my Arts marks, and no doubt with an eye

to my math marks, that I should be taking
Arts. Being of Scottish descent I felt you

couldn’t do anything for a living that was
enjoyable—so I took engineering.

UNQUALIFIED
Of my career, only my first few months

followed ‘the path.’ After eight months

in HMCS Gatineau, I had my upper deck
watchkeeping ticket. That would be my

only naval qualification as I left ‘the path’
and became what would later be called a
CSE1.

Since the electrical branch had been

first operational digital computer—this
historic device now resides in my base-

ience means redundancy and re-configurability.

• This leads to standardization—using
the same device across all applications.

• This means all devices must be multipurpose.

data.

applications works only if everything is

a system designed as such vs. one tied to-

• Digital data allows multiplexing

a unique opportunity. A couple of years

• And so on…

gether after the fact, was obvious. It was
of doing a PhD at Dalhousie was not

only great technically, but subsequently

opened a lot of doors—people listened to

me when they should have known better.
In 1974, when I went to ‘Disneyland

on the Rideau,’ I was given two major

projects. ADLIPS2 provided the ‘steamers’ with C2 capability—it was a great

which means getting rid of wiring.

This seems logical and straightfor-

ward—how any ship system should be

designed. But there were a few ‘minor’
issues:

• Systems must be broken up, standardization applied and the resources
made available at the system level.

small system with a single shared display.

• Vendors, technical directorates and

Action Information Link System) which

ings in the world of stove-piped sys-

The other project was SAILS (Shipboard
morphed into the Shipboard Integrated

Processing and Display System or SHINPADS—my boss John Mathewson loved
acronyms.

SHINPADS

the concept forward in ‘74, prototypes

ASWDS used the UYK-501 which was our

• A warship requires resiliency. Resil-

and IRE classes. The difference between

NDHQ for SQS-505 sonar and ASROC/
assembly and install in Terra Nova. The

sense:

• Using a single device for multiple

It would take a couple of decades for

AWDS data systems, then to Halifax to do

SHINPADS in my mind was, and

remains, a concept3, 4 & 5. It is just common

able to compare design approaches for

disbanded, training was by doing. I

went to the US to learn about ASROC, to
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ment. A number of firsts included digital

SHINPADS to be operational. I first put
were available in ‘79 and it was at sea in

requirements folks all made their liv-

tems—which in many cases generated
outright hostility to the concept.

• The required standardized devices

such as multipurpose digital display, a

high speed reconfigurable data bus and

a modular single board standard computer did not exist.

• There was no money for such an
undertaking

‘94. Unfortunately, my ideas of wider

MARKETING

ized and in the end, the concepts were

already involved and get the support of

ship system integration were never real-

So, I had to change the thinking of those

only applied to the C2 system.

many others who, while not involved,

UYK-502.6

and CDC to contribute significant

data so standard devices could handle

great patience in waiting for DND fund-

• The operational requirements folks

• A way of turning analog signals into

roach would provide increased capa-

any signal.

needed to understand that this app-

resources. Both companies also showed
ing. They were in the game.

bility with resilience and agility.

• Analog signals also required direct

cases approached acquisition of new

consumer. To run every sensor signal

To move from an idea to implementation

order to make all data available to all

SHINPADS committee, which included

• Technical authorities, who in many
systems as ‘shoppers’ had to be con-

vinced they needed to build systems
this way.

• Vendors who try to avoid the uncertainty involved with such a radical
change.

interconnections between source and

PUSH, PUSH, PUSH

to every display was not practical. In

in NDHQ takes constant pushing. The

components ensuring redundancy, a

data bus (LAN) had to be developed.
The SHINPADS data bus7 was the
solution.

• Other navies, particularly the USN,

• A key element of a fault tolerant

market. But also in order to influence

able of displaying any type of data.

to share costs and develop an offshore
our decision makers who often seek

validation from outside the country.

• Those up the chain who would provide money.

My bosses John Mathewson, Jock Al-

lan, Ernie Ball, Ray Ross, Cam McIntyre,

Mac Whitman, Dudley Allan and others,
were the key to moving ahead. Without

their support SHINPADS would not have

reconfigurable system is a display cap-

form today but they did not exist in the

asking each to explain ‘why not’ in front
of the group led many to think again.

I wrote papers and gave presentations

rum which led to formation of a subgroup

SHINPADS display8, (today known as
HDTV). It didn’t hurt the case for

funding that the 1k chips were made

by a Canadian start-up, Microsystems

International of Terry Matthews’ fame.

FINANCIAL ENGINEERING

until there was a program which would

blocks are readily available in commercial

to get everyone thinking. The process of

high resolution data display device—

1k memory chips needed to build a

DEVELOPMENT NEEDED

ship data system. The required building

DOT and ITC representatives, was used

to anyone, anywhere, who would listen.

There is never enough funding for

was development of a real life distributed

requirements staff, research staff and even

One manufacturer had made the first

happened.

While SHINPADS is a concept, the goal

representatives of all technical sections,

concepts. It was difficult to get funding
use it. In the time before the Canadian

Patrol Frigate, there was no ship program,
but once the CPF started, the hierarchy

wanted proven equipment, not concepts.
The research organization provided

NATO group IEG5 was an excellent fo-

on ship integration. Most NATO nations
subsequently became involved to some

extent which helped validate the concept
in the eyes of our decision makers.

On 27 December 1979, I went to the

Pentagon to brief the Assistant Secretary

of the Navy, Gerald Cann. After arriving
back after New Years, the organization

at all levels was in motion responding to
strong USN interest—including project
funding. The situation moved from no

money to DND/DSS/ITC concern they

could provide enough funding so SHIN-

PADS remained Canadian. USN interest
was the dynamite that broke the log jam

1970s.

much of the original funding. Whether

were coming into use so it seemed like a

tation. For several years CRAD and CS

COMES TOGETHER

be investigated.

mittee approval. DMC on the day of my

In 1974, the first microcomputers

good idea to try to use these in standardization. My first attempt at standardiza-

tion was based on use of a minicomputer

they did it knowingly is open to interprewrote letters asking SHINPADS funding
An easy way to encourage stan-

from Data General. However, this was

dardization is to provide free equip-

of standardization and a move to com-

good fortune was a collision and fire. The

shot down, perhaps because both the idea
mercial machines was too much at once.

A second attempt months later using the
UYK-20 succeeded.

In order to realize the concept I

needed:

• A smaller, cheaper computer which
emulated the UYK-20 to provide a

standard way to interface existing subsystems. UNIVAC developed it and

established a plant in Winnipeg—the

ment—difficult without funding. Our

[USS] Kennedy/Belknap collision resulted
in destruction of the NTDS on Belknap.

Needed SYA-4 displays were no longer

in production. Canada had SYA-4s never

fitted in Bras d’Or. We traded the displays
for a gaggle of UYK-20s then offered them
for free to other programs.

An important factor in team success

is for players to have some ‘skin in the

game.’ I was able to convince UNIVAC

STARSHELL SPRING 2011

could influence decisions.

and ensured SHINPADS would succeed.

A key step is Defence Management Compresentation was ‘tailored’ to approve

SHINPADS. It was chaired by the DM
Buzz Nixon, a former electrical officer,

CDS Ramsey Withers an electrical engi-

neer, Jock Allen DCDS acting for VCDS,
had been my boss and ADM(Mat) was

Lou Crutchlow. DMC not only approved
the project but directed it be sent to Trea-

sury Board immediately. The documents
were signed by the Minister and in TB

hands by the end of the week, bypassing
CS and once again earning his enmity.

It would be 20 years from the time I
CONCLUDED ON PAGE 20
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The wardroom
View from
the Bridge
Jean-Claude Michaud
National President
cmdremichaud@yahoo.ca

Director, and Kenneth Lait our new

desire to define our role as an organiza-

very hard to make things happen and to

that we will have in the near future, an

Executive Director, who have worked

ensure continued progress on our strategic renewal.

We are all very grateful to the many

members who have been so generous in

even closer collaboration and working
agreement with The Naval League of
Canada Maritime Affairs.

Finally, I greatly appreciate the confi-

their support of the Endowment Fund. It

dence and trust you had in giving me the

small part due to the generous donation

and I look forward with anticipation to

A

is continuing to progress and it is in no

mate either the ongoing selfless contribu-

year at the AGM in Niagara-on-the-Lake

set out to do has been accomplished.

Fournier.

you in June.

s my two year mandate as

your National President draws
to a close, I look back on the

achievements we have made. I

am glad to report that much of what we
The most significant event was, of

course, 2010 and the commemoration of
our Naval Centennial across the country with the involvement of many of

of $40,000 from Wally Fox-Decent as well
as many others. We cannot underesti-

tion of both Brooke Campbell and Larry
I am very confident we have people

with the necessary vision and energy to

carry on the work required to pursue our

our branches. It certainly was a year to
remember for all of us.

Front
Desk

Another important event towards

pursuing our goal to implement our strategic renewal plan was the appointment
of Bruce Johnston as Deputy President

Ken Lait
Executive Director

based in Ottawa. His presence will

greatly increase our visibility in the Na-

noacexdir@msn.com

tional Capital Region. Part of his terms of
reference are that he continually ensures

opportunity to represent your interests
the continued growth of the NOAC.

I will be turning over the watch this

where I look forward to seeing many of
Fair winds and following seas…

Jean Claude

providing continuity in the changes and
compilation of this document.

Another item identified in our

Renewal plan was the updating of the

national website. Some significant ur-

gency has arisen as a result of the sad and
untimely passing of Gord Edwards, our
webmaster. I would like to thank Mike

tions with similar objectives.

S

Young from Ottawa Branch, who has

out a major review of our Guidance

the NOAC Guidance manual has been
completed and the document distrib-

more useful to NOAC members and the

liaison with the naval staff at NDHQ, as

well as with officials of The Navy League
of Canada, the Conference of Defence

Associations Institute and other organizaDuring the last year, we have carried

Manual, thanks to some input from members of the Executive Committee, as well
as Richard Archer who did a fine job in
bringing all the material together.

These last two years have been very

busy and I have enjoyed every minute

of it. I would like to extend my sincere

gratitude to the members of the Executive
Committee for their continued support

during my tenure. I would be remiss if I

did not mention two dedicated individuals who have made my job that much
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tion as we move ahead. I would hope

easier: Richard Archer, past Executive

pring appears to have finally
arrived and that means our

2011 Annual General Meeting
at Niagara-on-the-Lake is fast

approaching as well. A major revision to

uted to all Branches for comment. The

manual will be tabled for approval at this
AGM. There are significant amendments

including, but not limited to, membership
qualifications and financial accounting requirements that reflect two of the aims of

our Renewal planning from a governance
perspective. At this time I would like to

recognize the yeoman effort that Richard

Archer, the past National Executive Director has put into this document since the

2010 AGM and personally thank him for

keeping the editorial duties for the sake of

kindly stepped in to be caretaker of the
current site until the end of September.

Item C3 of the Implementation Plan (lo-

cated on our website) states: “The NOAC
website should be revamped so that it is
general public.” Moreover, a “common

look and feel for Branch websites should
be adopted.” With this in mind, I am

calling for someone with website design

experience and interest to lead this initiative, as I am not ‘tech savvy’ in this area.

I have made preliminary inquiries about
getting paid professional assistance and
have a few other avenues to follow up,

but I believe the best solution should be
available within our own membership.
Even if not able to assist in the actual

development of the website, I would also

ask you all to consider what you want out

AGM.

make sure your inputs are shared with

of you as possible at the upcoming 2011

majority of the work conducted after the

Lake has much to offer the visitor and I

that information on to me and I will

the developer of our future site. I see the

Mail
Call
Maritime Surveillance
[“Guarding the coast … Navy or Coast

Guard?” by Bruce Johnston, Vol. VII, No. 53,

I look forward to meeting as many

Harwood, CANCOMFLT. Both were

me to work closely with the SSO Air Ops.

for ‘realistic’ training and employment,

so as SSO Sea Ops it was quite natural for
With SSO Int and others, we worked for
DCos Ops, an Air Force colonel. He (in

my case Bill Reade, later Slim Creelman)

was the officer most aware of the goingson in the area.

In Sea Operations our primary job

I

any navy. That responsibility, however,

Johnston suggests the Canadian Navy

lance of the nation’s areas of maritime

responsibility. Based on my experience as
MARCOM’s Staff Officer Sea Operations

during the early eighties, I would have to

equally onerous and exhilarating task in

When I first took up the SSO Sea Ops

post in the summer of 1981, there was
a significant amount of activity in the

MARLANT area—from its distant reaches
to the shore line—some of which was

not considered ‘friendly.’ The first lesson
for me was that it was Maritime aviators
who strove to maintain a picture of the

area. A second lesson was that many of

eventful time for the Navy.

Our O-boats, whose primary wartime

surveillance of Soviet submarines in or
approaches to the Denmark Strait, had
never had the opportunity to test their

ability to fulfill that role. For years the

submarine service had sought to schedule
dedicated patrol time in the Fleet Em-

ployment Programme, but the important
need to provide target services for ships

and aircraft had almost always taken priority. The disconnect was that the boats

and their people weren’t being trained for
their own wartime role.

Thus, the “Conduct of Operational

the fleet’s officers were unaware of that

Surveillance Patrols” was born, it being

classification of the activities associated

(Slim Creelman), put together with

surveillance effort, largely due to the high
with SOSUS and airborne efforts to monitor the movements of Soviet submarines.
The Fleet’s priorities were necessarily

elsewhere: preparing for and participating in such blue water adventures as

NATO exercises, Warfare Centre activities
off Bermuda, the next ‘Maple Spring’ in
the Caribbean and the like.

As a submariner, I had learned to

appreciate the Canadian MPA community
(although I rarely admitted it to them, I

rated them the most capable of any of the

them. They were instrumental in gaining

the strong support of Admiral Fulton and
later, Admiral Jim Wood, for the endeavour. Fred Crickard’s successor, RAdm

Mifflin, was a very ‘operational with-it’

individual who also lent strong support.

The results of the OSP’s conducted by

boats did, indeed, engage in “intervention

our submarines. This led to a somewhat

near the Greenland-Iceland-UK gap and

became quite good at it.

fleet schedules in order to accommodate

‘exercise’) MARLANT area patrol time for

surveillance of our territorial waters” is
ing the Cold War, Maritime Command

and both helped massage the long-term

Okanagan, Ojibwa and Onondaga over the

plan some ‘operational’ (as opposed to

NATO tasking was interception and

far from the truth. To the contrary: dur-

sympathetic to the submariners’ pleas

afforded me the opportunity to try and

say that the claim: “…the Navy has never
used its assets for routine and persistent

Ken

nationalities I had worked with at sea),

was scheduling the fleet, which can be an

has placed little emphasis on surveil-

able time for all attendees.

Conference and AGM. Niagara-on-the-

Winter 2010-11 Starshell, p.9]

n his commentary cited above, Bruce

expect this will be a fun-filled and enjoy-

next several years were significant. The

and surveillance of Soviet subsurface and
surface vessels of interest” as tasked. It
gave the Submarine Squadron a much

needed boost in training and spirit. En-

hanced participation in the International
Waterspace Management régime meant

that knowledge of movements of ‘friend-

ly’ units in MARCOM’s waters was more
complete. The activity most certainly

elevated Canada’s status as a credible,

submarine-operating navy. Importantly,
our reinforced subsurface clout with

the USN became apparent as we took

on a more active, rather than reactive,

undersea role in CANLANT waters. By
striving to look after our own backyard,
we were promoting sovereignty with a
capital ‘S.’

Perhaps one of the most important

a Sea Ops labour of love for DCos Ops

lessons for the Canadian Forces was

assistance from Air Ops and Intel and co-

tion between submarines and aircraft.

ordinated on a mostly advisory basis with
the COMSUBWESTLANT and COMSUBEASTLANT Submarine Operating Au-

thorities, and was eventually endorsed by
the Maritime Commander, VAdm Andy
Fulton. In order to fit the patrol work

into the Atlantic Fleet schedule, there was

how to benefit from direct coopera-

Auroras and Oberons working together
greatly advanced MARCOM’s capacity

for surveillance. This applied equally to

distant anti-SSBN operations and close-in,
anti-drug trafficking ops, covert fisheries
surveillance, intelligence gathering, etc.

An interesting benefit to MARCOM

considerable compromise. Two farseeing

HQ was that the Sea Ops and Air Ops

RAdm Fred Crickard, Deputy Command-

language and working together. Another

individuals who helped it happen were
er MARCOM and Commodore John

STARSHELL SPRING 2011

of the website. I encourage you to pass

sections finally started talking the same

is that for the first time (as far as I know)
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naval officers participated in the day-to-

qualified submariners.

ely readable “Doin the Biz,” his contri-

of the Ops Centre where operations

detail the whole story behind the Opera-

Favours the Brave” (Dundurn Press,

Those naval officers were command-

Michael Whitby’s accurate and immens-

day activities in the small ‘special section
against the Soviets were coordinated.

For those who may wish to read in

tional Surveillance Patrols, I recommend

bution to Bernd Horn’s book “Fortune

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 27

The briefing room
Vancouver Naval Museum reopens

Cmdre W. S. TRUELOVE will be appointed Chief of Staff (Operations), Canadian Expeditionary Force Command, Ottawa.
Capt(N) J. P. G. COUTURIER will be promoted Cmdre and

appointed Deputy Combined & Joint 5 Central Command HQ in
Tampa Bay, Florida.

A/Cmdre J. F. NEWTON will be promoted Cmdre and remains
Director General Naval Personnel, NDHQ.

A/Cmdre D. L. SING will be promoted Cmdre and remains
Director General Maritime Force Development, NDHQ.

Capt(N) E. M. STEELE will be promoted Cmdre and appointed
Deputy Chief of Staff, Assistant Deputy Minister (Materiel),
NDHQ.

It was also announced earlier that Commodore Jennifer

BENNETT, former Commander Naval Reserves will be promBrooke Campbell, Chair & Trustee NOAC Endowment Fund
(far right) presents a $1,000 cheque to Rod McCloy, Chairman,
Vancouver Naval Museum during the official reopening. Other museum directors attending are Jocelyne Lapointe, Sec’y. Treasurer;
Ron Harrison (2nd from right) and Michael Corrigal, Curator,

T

oted Rear-Admiral and appointed Chief of Reserves and Cadets
in May.

Donation to Crow’s Nest, St. John’s, Nfld.

he Vancouver Naval Museum was installed in a former

classroom aboard HMCS Discovery in 1992. In 2009, the

Museum was put in storage because of the security requirements
for the 2010 Winter Olympics. In August 2010 the Museum

moved into a new and larger space on the base. Over 100 invited
guests attended the official Reopening Celebration on Sunday,
February 6, 2011, featuring a concert by the Vancouver Naval

Veterans Band, a lunch reception and attendance by descendants
of Vancouver’s famed ‘Three Musketeers,’ decorated for their

WWII exploits in the Mediterranean. [‘The Three Musketeers’ will
be featured in the Summer edition of ‘Starshell.’ Ed.]

Senior promotions and appointments

appointments to take place during 2011.

Robert Andrews (right) President NOANL presents a $1,000
cheque from the NOAC Endowment Fund to Gary Green, Chairman, Crow’s Nest Military Artifacts Assoc. at the Crow’s Nest
Seagoing Officers Club in St. John’s, NL on February 18th, 2011.

RAdm Paul A. MADDISON will be promoted VAdm and ap-

‘Sentinel Magazine’ resurrected

T

he Hon. Peter MacKay, Minister of National Defence, has

announced the following additional senior promotions and

pointed Chief of the Maritime Staff, NDHQ.
Plans, NATO HQ, Brussels.

S

pointed Assistant Chief of the Maritime Staff at NDHQ.

version can be found on line at the following internet address:

RAdm R. A. DAVIDSON will be appointed Director Policy and
Cmdre M. A. G. NORMAN will be promoted RAdm and ap-
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entinel Magazine which originally ‘took flight’ in 1965 and

ceased publication in 1994, has now been reintroduced as the

“stakeholder publication” of Canada Command. The electronic

TheSentinel-Vol1-No1-eng.pdf

T

he preceding photographs were taken by Ken Levert of

Victoria showing HMCS Victoria being undocked at CFB

Esquimalt on April 17th, 2011, following an extensive refit.

HMCS VICTORIA is undocked
Ken Levert photos

Statue draws past into the present
Ken Summers photo
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http://www.canadacom.forces.gc.ca/sentinel-sentinelle/pdf/

H

andsome NOAVI member John Mason [Capt RCN Ret.]

sits beside a clay replica of himself in his WWII ‘square rig’

prepared by sculptor Nathan Scott who is producing the second
part of the Homecoming Statue Plaza at Ships’ Point in Victoria.
Unveiling is set for Battle of the Atlantic Sunday. The statue

depicts John on a bench, holding a newspaper from VE-Day and
looking with fond memories at the homecoming scene before
him. John’s wife Ritha is looking over his shoulder. John cut
a striking figure when he wore his historic uniform at Navy

Day celebrations on May 4, 2010, so much so that he caught the
interest of the Homecoming Statue Committee when they saw

his image in local newspapers. He joined the navy as an engine
room artificer at age 18.

Schober’s Quiz #53
By George S. Schober, NOAVI
HMCS Haida is generally regarded as Canada’s most famous warship of the Second World War. The dashing
‘Tribal’ earned her spurs in the English Channel and on runs
to Northern Russia. Happily, she is preserved for posterity
as a floating memorial and museum at Hamilton, Ontario.
But the Royal Canadian Navy’s most important role during
the war, and principal contribution toward victory against
Germany, was its unending and stalwart participation in the
longest battle of World War II—the Battle of the Atlantic.
Question: What was the name of the RCN’s ace U-boat
killer of the Second World War?
Answer on page 21

Copyright © 2011 George S. Schober
All rights reserved.

With thanks to ‘Lookout’ and Lead & Line’

NOAC REGALIA
All prices include taxes and shipping.
Send orders to the Executive Director. Make cheques payable to “NOAC
National.”

Ascot				
Blazer Badge (NOAC)		
Blazer Buttons (NOAC)
Large			
Small			
Cuff Links (NOAC)			
Medallion Lapel Pins
Gold, Silver, Bronze
Medallion Neck Decorations
NOAC Plaque
Ready for engraving
Necktie NOAC / RCN		

$28.00 ea
$23.00 ea
$18.50 ea
$17.50 ea
$37.00 pr
$5.00 ea
$95.00 ea
$25.00 ea
$27.00 ea
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NOAVI donates to Sea Cadet sail training program

Canada and the UK participated in the project. The video was

shown during Academic Recognition evening attended by stu-

dents and parents. Joining Dr. Chauvin for the presentation and
extending congratulations to the two students (now attending
university/college) was Halifax Regional Municipality Councilor Mary Wile.

Len Canfield, NSNOA

Endowment Fund cheque presented to ‘Canadian
Naval Review’

C

dr Rod Hughes, CO of Regional Cadet Support Unit (Pa-

cific) accepts a donation of $1,100 from Gerry Pash (right)

Reserves and Cadets Director for NOAVI, along with Vice

President Kevin Carle (centre). The donation will be used to

support Canadian Yachting Association accreditation training

for Cadet Instructors and sailing competition opportunities for
cadets not funded by DND. Last August, Sea Cadets from BC

took Gold, Silver and Bronze and 5th place at the National Sea

Cadet Regatta and have topped the National Sea Cadet Sailing
Championship for successive years.

Plaque presentation

NSNOA Vice-President Doug Thomas is shown presenting a
NOAC Endowment Fund cheque for $1,000 to Dr. Shelly Whitman,
Deputy Director, Dalhousie Centre for Foreign Policy Studies. Also
shown is Dr. Ann Griffiths, the Editor of Canadian Naval Review
which is published by the CFPS

Montréal Branch members honoured

D

r. Guy Chauvin (left) of NSNOA presents a NOAC plaque to
two recent graduates of Halifax West High School on March

24, 2011: Ali Cherom-Khierabaidi and Peter Vaughan, for their

The above photo was taken during the 77th Annual General
Meeting of NOAC Montréal Branch on April 10, 2011 at Mariner’s
House. Pictured are those members of the Branch who received
Certificates of Appreciation along with Long Service Awards.

participation in a research project organized by NOAC mem-

ber Tom Dykes. Purpose of the project was to increase student

understanding of the significance of the Battle of the Atlantic and
the role of front line cities in Canada and the UK during WWII,
including Halifax and St. John’s.

The two students, under the guidance of their social stud-

ies teacher Barrett Khan, produced a nine minute video that
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included interviews with veterans of WWII. Several schools in

Self-mooring buoy information sought

Y

ears ago when Fairey Aviation was trying to expand their
product line, they produced a self-mooring buoy for the

navy. It was a monster, had an interesting concept and a catchy
name. Do you remember it, or the name? If so, please contact
Cliff Chaulk of Ottawa Branch at pcchaulk@rogers.com

The
Edwards’
Files

I
Mike Hoare (left) President London Branch recently presented a
NOAC Endowment Fund cheque to Rob Fraleigh, Branch Treasurer in the Wardroom of HMCS Prevost. The grant of $1,000
was provided to assist in the construction and establishment of
the unique Battle of the Atlantic Memorial Garden installed on the
hillside between HMCS Prevost and the Thames River.

Presentation to CNMT/HMCS Sackville

‘The captain’s beer…
HMCS Athabaskan’

n 1974 I took command of HMCS Athabaskan which was
great after my three years in Assiniboine, one in Bras d’Or,
then NATO Defence College and a staff position at SACLANT
in Rome, Italy. Once again I was back where I wanted to
be. I joined the ship on Friday to the usual Change of Command, some mess visits, some opening remarks to the ship’s
company and so on. Later in the day I departed the ship for a
weekend with my family, to come back Monday all refreshed
and ready for my new command. It was then that I found that
my supply of one case of beer was missing from the pantry. Of
course, investigations by the Executive Officer and Coxswain
revealed nothing, as expected, and the matter was closed with
the door being locked from then on.
Flash ahead two years to my departure from a great
command. During my visit to the Petty Officers Mess, a Petty
Officer came up and confessed he was the one who stole my
beer! He had been a Leading Seaman at the time, but brave of
him nonetheless. I told him to replace it two-fold and all would
be forgotten. The next morning there were two cases of beer
in my fridge!
Gotta love sailors!
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Endowment Fund cheque donation in London, ON

Gord

Editor’s Note – At the time of Gord’s recent untimely passing,

I had two of his anecdotes on hand with a promise of many more

to come. Regrettably we can now only wonder what ‘gems’ might

have found their way here, given the time. In any event I will publish what I have, as I know he would have wanted it no other way.

Sherry Richardson of NSNOA is shown presenting Wendall Brown,
the captain of HMCS Sackville with a $1,000 cheque. The grant
came from The Naval Officers Association of Canada Endowment
Fund and is indicative of NOAC’s support for the Canadian Naval
Memorial Trust and HMCS Sackville. Another example of your
Endowment Fund donations at work!
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Broadsides!
Will two ‘honking big ships’ improve the
Canadian Forces’ operational capability?
Amphibious operations are a very specialized form of warfare.
Fred R. Fowlow

Winston Churchill

I

n 1998, before then-Chief of the Defence

they wanted from their “good, workable

of the JSS. In the meantime, the multitude

Ships’ comment provided the media

Canadian maritime defence circles when

announcements concerning the on-again,

Staff General Hillier’s ‘Big Honking

with more than a few headlines regard-

ing the capability of the Canadian Forces,
a dissertation entitled: “The Requirement
for a Canadian Amphibious Capability”

noted that for fifty years before 1990, “…
the Canadian military had no interest in
amphibious operations and no preparations in hand to conduct them.” All at
1

a time when the United States, Britain,

France, Italy, Spain and many other countries, according to an observation by Robert Work, naval analyst with the Centre

for Strategic and Budgetary Assessment

recognized, “There’s a renaissance in amphibious capability going worldwide.”2

In fairness, Canadian defence leaders

did give passing attention to the amphibious ship concept in the early 21st century

when there was brief government interest
in developing the concept of a Canadian
Amphibious Assault. This came when
the CF was preparing a Statement of

the question of pursuing General Hillier’s
‘honking big ships’ concept was debated;
especially the confusion that surfaced

when Ottawa ‘bean counters’ presumably
considered there could be financial sav-

ings if many of the capabilities required
in an amphibious assault ship could be

included in the SOR for the new JSS. This
suggestion appears to have been chal-

of delays, modifications and government
off-again JSS project clouded the issue at

a time when the government, in the midst
of an economic recession, struggled to

prepare an acceptable SOR that would
focus capability of the JSS project and

confirm its support for a plan that would
provide the navy with the right ships for
the right price.

It is suggested here that using the JSS

lenged and dropped when General Hillier

as an underway replenishment ship to

ing an amphibious capability.

tions, comprises an arrangement that

explained the importance of the CF hav-

In due course the ‘honking big ships’

concept gained appreciated momentum
when former Minister of National De-

fence David Pratt was involved in a major
$17 billion procurement programme that

included the JSS replacement and an am-

phibious assault ship, at which time many
agreed these two projects would properly
support CF overseas deployments.

It should be noted that the govern-

provide support for amphibious operadoes not make operational sense. Clearly,
an amphibious ship, with its flight deck
for helicopters, provides a broader

operational capability than that offered
by a JSS. CF deployments that call for

engagement in full conventional assault

operations or peacekeeping/humanitarian support overseas using amphibious

forces and accompanying air-lift support,
would provide much better service than

Requirements (SOR) for the replacement

ment’s casual interest in the acquisition

ships, HMCS Provider and Protecteur.

the 1994 Defence White Paper that spelled

dian government must enunciate a clearly

prepared to conduct non-combatant evac-

must acquire an amphibious force ca-

of the navy’s underway replenishment

Identified as Canada’s Joint Support Ship
(JSS) programme. An undertaking that
appeared when all the G8 countries as
well as the Netherlands and Australia

(except Canada), embraced joint forces

and wedded them to an amphibious capability for overseas missions. Succes3

sive problems facing the CF (navy) were

buried by the unwillingness of successive
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little fleet.”4 One visualizes the reaction in

governments to state in clear terms what

of amphibious assault ships appeared in
out a requirement that the CF must be

uation operations (NEOs), a new-found

requirement that gave impetus to the CF
to prepare a doctrine manual for such

missions that prompted the navy to think
about a modest amphibious lift capability. As mentioned above, they did this
by way of mentioning the amphibious

requirement in the plans for the purchase

a JSS.

It goes without saying that the Cana-

defined statement outlining why Canada
pability if it is committed to providing
a sustainable presence in our coastal

littoral waters and overseas shore areas.

And, let’s not lose sight of the fact that an

amphibious capability would provide the
kind of support our country needs in or-

der to properly support operations along
one of the longest coastlines in the world

case-by-case basis. The government

ity, it is understood that the first ship

different kind of defence, security and

Macmillan’s theory as well as under-

Australian-built ships are intended to be

west Passage, an event that calls for a

sovereignty presence that would be rein-

forced by the existence of an amphibious
assault ship capability in the CF.

One cannot overlook the fact that

amphibious vessels in the navy’s surface
inventory could properly support mis-

sions in Canadian waters in the event of a
call for disaster assistance in the Cana-

dian West Coast earthquake fault zone,

following the occurrence of an earthquake
with a subsequent devastating tsunami
(similar to the recent disaster in Japan),

or to respond to a similar disaster on the

East Coast, not to mention the inevitable

calls for assistance that will materialize if
and when the Northwest Passage opens.
There is no doubt that an amphibi-

ous ship with a flight deck suitable for

helicopter operations provides a broader
operational capability than a JSS. At this

point in time, amphibious ships could be
equally or more effective than anything

would be well advised to take note of
standing the discipline and wisdom

that has taken place in such countries as
France, Spain, the USA and Australia,

that have identified the challenges and

assessed amphibious force strengths and

global strategic environment dictates our

government must consider a CF amphibious force capability in order to project a
sustainable presence not only in our lit-

toral waters, but also to provide military

assistance when Canada finds our CF di-

cepted the importance of the amphibious
ship concept by arranging for France to

build two Mistral-class helicopter carri-

ers, then arranging for two Mistrals to be
built in Russia. It should, however, be

mentioned that recent press releases men-

tion that a dispute over pricing has stalled
Russia’s procurement of the aforemen-

tioned Mistral amphibious ships. One

CF-17 heavy-lift aircraft would deliver a

well-rounded capability in support of the
CF during overseas deployments.

When asked about his biggest chal-

lenge as a leader, Harold Macmillan,

Prime Minister of the UK from 1957-1962

warfare on a worldwide scale appears in
LHD-class amphibious assault vessels.

when their defence minister announced
the Royal Australian Navy would

purchase a surplus RN Bay-class heavy

amphibious lift vessel and that it would
also acquire another C-17 aircraft.

It is this writer’s opinion the Cana-

sideration to investigating the amphibi-

like-project to that currently underway in
Australia.

Endnotes:
1

Dalhousie University Maritime Security

LHD-type ships. All no doubt recognize
that amphibious ships are regarded as

Working Papers, No. 9, Summer 1998.
2

the most efficient means by which to land
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4
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big ships’ that could transport Canadian
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although the Nevantia has greater capac-
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involved with this class of ship.7
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Mistral Procurement Stalls,” 7 Mar. 2011.

dian government might have to become
Finally, Australia is acquiring two

Stephen Daly, “Canadian Sovereignty –
posal,” CASR, June 2010.

6

with costly defects; a development that

adversely impacts any thought the Cana-

ibid.
Offshore Patrol Vessels – A Modest Pro-

troops around the world. Observing that
the San Antonio’s have been plagued

Eric Lerhe, “Taking Joint Capability Seriously,” Canadian Naval Review, Vol. 1,

San Antonio-class amphibious assault

preference to create a fleet of ‘honking

Viktor, General Discussion Politics of
Defence, “Are Amphibs our Future Too?”

and support deployed forces from the sea.
One cannot sidestep Canada’s recent

Major R. D. Bradford, “The Requirements
of a Canadian Amphibious Capability,”

Korea, Australia and India are building

can never truly be strategic, but must pribe forming good Canadian policy on a

Australia beat everyone through the gate

Likewise in the Pacific, Japan, South

new amphibious ships. The word is that

marily react to whatever winds happen to

ships from Britain’s surplus offerings.

ous assault ship concept and consider a

At the risk of repetition, evidence

is said to have replied: “Events dear boy,

events.” Under this view, foreign policy

attempt to get involved in shopping for

world.

one of the best amphibious ships in the

ship when General Hillier announced his

ous ship deployed in company with our

wide range of vessels. Canada made no

dian government should give serious con-

engagement in full conventional assault
manitarian support. Clearly, an amphibi-

sault ships appeared as a consequence

takes note that the Mistral is regarded as

interest in acquiring or leasing a US Navy

operations, peacekeeping and/or hu-

An interesting recent development

6

rectly involved in NATO or UN coalition
efforts overseas. Missions that call for

policy or military operations.8

of the Royal Navy declaring surplus a

is important to take note that Russia ac-

Spain and Italy, where each is building

The uncertainty that surrounds the

and peace-monitoring, and assistance to

day need for amphibious assault ships. It

set of objectives that support the present

critics have disparaged as being ‘slush
breakers’ of limited utility.

ter relief, humanitarian aid, peacekeeping

concerning Australia’s amphibious as-

related to the renaissance in amphibious

5

used in combat operations, regional disas-

weaknesses as they pursue a particular

offered by the planned Arctic/Offshore
Patrol Ship in our Arctic waters, that

would be in service by 2012. The two
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that includes the opening of the North-

transport/amphibious.shtml, Sept. 2010.
9

David Pugliese, “Australia to buy Surplus
Royal Navy Bay Class Amphibious Vessel,” 20 March 2011.
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Canadian naval heritage

Days of endeavour
Selected excerpts from the memoirs of Captain Godfrey
H. ‘Skinny’ Hayes, OMM, DSC, CD**, RCN (1919-2006)
Episode Fourteen: At sea in a ‘Cadillac’ and beyond…
In Episode Thirteen we left ‘Skinny’ in com-

no difficulty working with either of them.

mand of the Germany Navy. It also has

destroyer escort HMCS Saguenay (2nd) in

exercise took place in Portsmouth over a

of the German Navy and a Battle of Jut-

working-up, then embarking on a cruise in

provided valuable lessons and experience

mand, having just commissioned the new

December 1956, with subsequent trials and

May 1957 to Charlottetown, PEI and Québec
City. Following a spell alongside in Halifax,

the ship sailed in early September 1957 to join
elements of the US Navy for a major exercise
which extended right across the North
Atlantic.

period of over a week. ‘Strike Back’ had
in screening carriers, communications,
and fleet and convoy work. Getting

ships and aircraft from several navies to

work together is obviously complex and

challenging. While in harbour there was
much inter-ship visiting and all officers

the national monument to the U-boat arm
land museum. We detected a feeling and

attitude of near-worship amongst the personnel of the Germany Navy as regards

their heroes of the U-boat war. It seemed
to me at the time that the ten or eleven

years that had passed since we had been
killing one another wasn’t long enough,

especially when we were laying wreaths

T

from the NATO fleet were invited to visit

couple of aircraft carriers, a cruiser and

dine on board HMS Victory which was

(Admiral Bernard Rogge) had been

Battle of Trafalgar in 1804 when the

Armed Raiders and wrote a book about

he exercise was named ‘Strike

Back’ and was quite the largest
exercise I had ever taken part

in. It started out in the Western

Atlantic as an RCN/USN exercise with a
ten or a dozen destroyers. We were then

joined by other NATO ships and opposed

by an ‘enemy’ force trying to stop us from
completing our mission of re-supply of
forces in Europe. Eventually, 70-odd

ships including three aircraft carriers
were involved.

In the decade since the end of the

Second World War, Canada’s Navy had
been largely rebuilt and reformed. We

‘Broadlands,’ Lord Louis Mountbatten’s
family home. He was then the British
First Sea Lord (Chief of Naval Staff).

Quite an experience! An even greater

experience for me was being invited to
Admiral Lord Nelson’s flagship at the

French Fleet was decisively defeated and
the eventual downfall of Napoleon was

assured. It was a memorable experience

and an honour for a naval officer to dine
in the same Great Cabin of the flagship
that had been a part of so much British
history and heritage.

By the 5th of October 1957, the NATO

and saying prayers at their Memorial. I
had trouble with the Jutland museum

too—you see, we thought we won that
battle in the First World War and evidently they are convinced they did!

The admiral commanding that area

a very successful captain of German

his exploits called “Under Ten Flags.”

He gave me an autographed copy—in

German (“Schiff 16”)! He was a fine man
who I liked very much. A gentleman of
the old school who gave all his victims

the opportunity to abandon ship before
sinking them!

Our visit to Aabenraa, Denmark

were by 1956/57 much closer in operat-

exercises were over and the eight Cana-

deserves some explanation and a short

Navy than we were to the Royal Navy,

ceeded on a cruise to various ports in the

ably the largest ship ever to get in there

ing procedures with the United States

where most of us had trained. It was easy
for we Canadians therefore, to become

translators and compatible links between

the Americans and the ‘Brits’—we sort of
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The ‘postmortem’ for this large

understood them both. Personally I had

dian destroyers that had taken part proBaltic. We transited the Kiel Canal and

visited Stockholm, Helsinki, Copenhagen
and Aabenraa, Kiel and Oslo. It was a

most interesting cruise. Kiel in those days
was the headquarters of the training com-

report, especially since we were prob-

before or since. It seems that the Mayor

of Aabenraa at that time (late 1957) was a
wartime Resistance fighter of note. Our
Canadian Ambassador to Denmark at

that time had also spent much of the war

done. I remember we had to drydock to

found it difficult writing regulations,

one another very well and the Ambas-

where we had been hit by a fuel barge

qualifications, etc.

organize the Resistance. These two knew
sador arranged to have one of our ships

visit his friend’s town, to make the Mayor
look good, I suppose.

At any rate, the Baltic Sea twelve

years after the end of the war still had

many mines that had not been recovered

and ‘swept’ channels were still very much
in use. It was not unusual to have a ship
blown up periodically if she strayed

outside those mine-free channels! We

sailed from Copenhagen to Aabenraa,

southwest of the capital and on the South

have a bent plate straightened in the bow
in Jacksonville months before. It was

‘General List’ had been established for

we had to do quite a lot of retraining to

promotion and training standards. The

really got going again and by that time

regain our former efficiency. We finally

sailed for Charleston, South Carolina and
Bermuda on 24th February for a series of
exercises with Bonaventure and ships of

the Royal Navy. These exercises included
a visit to Bermuda that lasted until the
24th of March 1958.

To my surprise, at Easter time 1958,

after only fifteen months in command,

overnight passage via a narrow swept

to Personnel in Naval Headquarters. I

channel. Not a pleasant trip for the ‘Old
Man!’

It rained cats and dogs for the two

days we were there and, while the officers
were adequately entertained, the rest of
the ship’s company had little to do and
few places to go in this small country

town. The harbour was so small that I

did not dare to turn the ship around using
the engines so we had to pull her around
until she was headed outwards, using

wires and ropes, winches and manpower.
It took hours and all in the pouring rain.

This was not one of our better port visits.

What really hurt was knowing that all the

time we were being social and waving the
Canadian flag in Aabenraa, our pals were

I was reappointed at short notice back

was miffed to say the least! I had spent

for fuel, via another exercise, a brief ‘night
encounter’ with ships of the Royal Navy’s

edly after only a little more than half the
normal duration of a posting in com-

mand. Complaints from me, via ‘proper

channels’ were fruitless owing to the particular circumstances of the case. I had

been appointed to the staff of the Chief of
Naval Personnel as part of a small team

charged with the implementation of various recommendations made in a report

by Rear-Admiral E. P. Tisdall concerning
conditions of service in the RCN.

The recommendations of the “Tisdall

approved by the Naval Board. They

Structure, through to qualifications for entry and promotion, uniforms, conditions

of service and the trades structure for the
Lower Deck.

The Implementation Team was

Home Fleet. By the 16th of November we

headed by Captain ‘Scruff’ O’Brien with

pany with HMCS Bonaventure, Canada’s

er(S) Dudley Alcock and me as mem-

were on our way home to Halifax in comnewest aircraft carrier. The highlight of

that passage was the foul winter weather
we encountered. It was a long trip home
after a long time away.

After the Baltic cruise we spent con-

siderable time in harbour in Halifax and
had quite a lot of maintenance work

structure (commonly called the ‘user-

maintainer’ scheme) and training levels

had to be revised. It was, in fact, a reorganization that had much promise.

Unfortunately, less than ten years

later the Royal Canadian Navy was legislated out of existence, the Forces were

integrated and unified, and we all jumped
into green bus driver suits!

Because of the school year, Pam and

to Ottawa in June of 1958. Through vari-

we were, once again moving unexpect-

involved everything from the Officer

From there we sailed to Northern Ireland

as well, and as a result the whole trade

into the employment of officers, and here

bring some planning and consideration

way. We were there on Remembrance

service on the jetty alongside our ships.

same principles were applied for the men

the family remained in Halifax when I

Report” were far-reaching and had been

Day (November 11th) and had a church

officers which in turn affected entry,

two years in Officer Personnel trying to

revelling in the fleshpots of Copenhagen!
Our last port of call was Oslo, Nor-

By the summer of 1959, a whole new

the middle of February 1958 before we

Jutland Peninsula, at night in a thick fog,
surrounded by minefields. It was an

devising promotion schemes, establishing

Commander(E) E. Baker and Commandbers. My role was to apply my detailed
knowledge of the way officers were

trained, promoted and employed to the
development of the new structure and
regulations.

I did not really enjoy that job. I am

not a planner as much as a ‘doer’ and I
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in enemy-occupied territory helping to

reported to my new job. They came up
ous naval contacts we heard that a nice

old farm house might become available
for rent later on in the summer. It was
owned by a very nice man named Mr.

Welch, who was an old, well-established
and respected businessman who had to

like you before he’d rent you his house!

The current tenant was an old pal, Terry

Burchell, who was due to move to Halifax
as Commodore of the Dockyard sometime early in the fall.

After some careful manoeuvring on

the part of Terry and I, it was established
with Mr. Welch that we could have the

house when it became available after the
Burchells, so we rented a cottage up the
Gatineau River for the summer. That

was the summer the boys found a young
raccoon and made a house pet out of

him. He used to sleep with Michael but
we could never break him of stealing.

Once he ate all the meringue off the top

of one of Pam’s lemon pies. He was not

popular that day! When it came time for
us to move to the city it was regretfully

decided that he should be returned to the
wild while he was still young enough to
adapt successfully.

Nothing goes exactly as planned of

course, so it was late in the fall before we

actually got into the old farm house at the
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end of Bank Street. It was a fun house

Shipboard Tactical Data Systems

driveway which had to be shovelled

CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 9

very close neighbours were a daughter

came to NDHQ and started working on

Walter Baker, the son-in-law, was a

I left NDHQ in 1981 to go to Halifax

to live in except that it had a very long
when the snow came in the winter. Our
and son-in-law of Mr. Welch.

the project before SHINPADS was at sea.

lawyer who became a ‘wheel’ in the Con-

as DCOS (EM) and CO NEUA. In ‘82 as

of Commons and was the first House

of having to be bilingual, I left the navy.

servative Party, was elected to the House
Leader/Deputy Prime Minister in the

Mulroney government. Unfortunately

for Canada, he died of cancer after only
a year or two in office. We lived in the

house on Bank Street for nearly four years

a unilingual Albertan well past the point
After 25 years as CEO of NORPAK Corp.
I retired in 2006 and am once again able

to think about things naval. However, I
still haven’t passed high school…

until we left Ottawa in 1962.

OBSERVATIONS

very active existence there. Our children

tects. The payload is the business end of

Pam never liked Ottawa but we had a

ranged from Jinny at fifteen to Elizabeth

at two, with three active boys in between.
There was lots of taxi-driving, school

visits, dental appointments and birthday

We understand the need for naval archi-

a warship; it is more complex and costs a

lot more than the hull/propulsion system.
Why don’t we have a payload architect?

Will our next generation ship systems

Carruthers, J. F. “SHINPADS – Amazing How It
Happened … Some Personal Recollections,”
Soundings, Vol. 45, 02 November 2009.
2
Carruthers, J. F. Cdr CF, “The Automatic Data
Link Plotting System (ADLIPS),” Naval Engineers Journal, Vol. 91, No. 2, April 1979.
3
Carruthers, J. F. Cdr CF & Willliams, P. F.,
“SHINPADS – Shipboard Integrated Processing
& Display System,” Proceedings of the International Naval Technology Expo 78, Rotterdam,
Netherlands, 6-8 June 1978.
4
Carruthers, J. F. Cdr CF, “SHINPADS – A Ship
Integration Concept,” Proceedings of the Fifth
Control Systems Symposium, Annapolis, MD,
3 November 1978.
5
Carruthers, J. F. Cdr CF, “SHINPADS – A New
Ship Integration Concept,” Naval Engineers
Journal, Vol. 91, No. 2, April 1979.
6
Williams, P. F., “AN/UYK-502 Microcomputer
Development and Use in Distributed Systems,”
Naval Engineers Journal, Vol. 91, No. 2, April
1979.
7
Kuhns, R. C., “SHINPADS Serial Data Bus,”
Naval Engineers Journal, Vol. 91, No. 2, April
1979.
8
Thomas, D. M., “SHINPADS Standard Display,”
Naval Engineers Journal, Vol. 91, No. 2, April
1979.
1

parties most of which fell on Pam’s plate.

be resilient and agile? Why aren’t we

life with many Navy friends, lots of sail-

systems using all the ship resources?

officer followed by 25 years as CEO Norpak

the kids.

most expensive part of warships—the

Ottawa Branch and serves on the Boards of

1958 move up from Halifax. She was at

Ship Payload Policy?

In addition, we had a pretty active social
ing, skating, swimming and skiing with

Jinny had the most trouble with that

the stage where friends were becoming

pushing the envelope to build resilient
Why doesn’t NSPS logic hold for the

payload? Why do we not have a National

very important and stability and consis-

to her future. She started and completed
and went on to start her nursing training
we left for the West Coast in 1962.

Due to the differences in the provin-

cial school systems, the three boys all

jumped a grade coming up from Halifax

that time. Michael went into Junior High

a year earlier than he would have in Nova
Scotia, but coped with new friends and
a new school quite well. Stephen too

seemed to manage okay, but then aca-

demics never seemed to bother him too

much—he liked games. David, being just
out of grade one, was jumped to grade
three, over some parental objections I

might add. He had much trouble and

eventually had to be put back, which did
nothing for his ego and peace of mind.

TO BE CONTINUED

Corp. ‘In retirement,’ he is President NOAC
the CDA Institute, RMC Foundation, HMCS
Bytown Foundation and CNTHA.

By Fraser McKee

High School while we were in Ottawa

at the Kingston General Hospital before

Jim Carruthers served 22 years as a naval

The Little Known Navy

tency at High School was obviously vital
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‘The night the lights came on!’

ur Escort Group, W-8 (all Algerines) brought the last convoy of the war,
HN.355 with some 30 to 35 ships, into New York about May 16th, 1945.
Despite the war in the Atlantic having ended officially May 8th, the Admiralty weren’t positive until they found all the surviving U-boats. We were at sea
with it when the message arrived saying the convoy could run with lights on the next
night. I commented to the CO, LCdr John Bovey, that this would be a big help. He
wisely said, “Oh no it won’t, it will just make it difficult.” I had the Middle Watch
with the XO who just got his head down on a couch in the navigation ‘office’ below
the bridge, and sure enough, there were indeed LIGHTS! Red, white, green, purple,
blue, yellow, chartreuse and anything else! What you thought you were seeing didn’t
match anything on the PPI radar. And when the merchant skippers saw how CLOSE
their neighbours were with the lights on after 5-1/2 years without, they tended to
ease away from those closest to them. So that by 0400 turn-over, just at first light, my
relief wouldn’t take over from me as I didn’t know where we were relative to a no longer rectangular convoy—supposedly off the front left corner. Just then LCdr Bovey
arrived on the bridge to ask what was going on. I admitted, “We seem to be out of
station sir, and I’m just easing back to the east. The convoy is pretty irregular … sir.”
Bovey, to his credit as I recall, just smiled slightly and said, “Oh yes? Hmmmmm,”
had a look around to be sure we weren’t about to be run down and left us to it.

Soviet fishing fleet, when in 1960, Swansea

ANSWER – The ‘River’ Class frigate

UNTD cadets in the summer.

territorial waters off northern Newfound-

German submarines to her credit.

she carried out an extensive cruise to the

HMCS Swansea, with no less than four

N

amed for a former suburb of

Toronto, Swansea was laid down

at Yarrows Shipyard in Esquimalt,

BC, on 15 July 1942, launched 19 Decem-

ber 1942 and commissioned on 4 October
1943. With a standard displacement of
1,445 tons, she was originally armed

During August and September 1949,

Arctic, featured on the front cover of the
Summer 2002 issue of Starshell.

While getting underway from Ports-

After completing work-ups, Swansea

was assigned to Escort Group 9, operat-

ing mainly in the eastern half of the North
Atlantic and European waters.

On 10 March 1944, in company with

destroyers HMS Forester and HMCS St.
Laurent, and the corvette HMCS Owen
Sound, Swansea sank U-845 some 700
miles west of the Brest Peninsula.

On 14 April, she and the sloop HMS

Pelican sank U-448 northeast of the
Azores.

On April 22nd, Swansea along with

sister-ship HMCS Matane, sank U-311
southwest of Iceland.

Her fourth and last submarine kill

In November 1951, Swansea paid a

RCN ship to visit the US capital. Al-

attend the gala reception on her quarterdeck, a great many of the White House
staff and other VIPs did, causing her

recommissioned in July 1945, but with
the Pacific War over, paid off again in
November 1945.

Swansea recommissioned for peace-

time service on 12 April 1948, which,

while not as deadly as in wartime, proved
equally colourful. She acted as a sort of
‘general purpose’ ship, performing odd
jobs while providing sea-training for

battle-honours board, name-board, binnacle and bell were saved and together
formed an exhibit in the old War Mu-

seum, representative of the part played
by all RCN escorts during the Battle of
the Atlantic.

Sometime around 1970, however,

Dillon RCN, loaned Swansea’s bell to

Paid off on 10 November 1953 for

recommissioned as such on 14 November
1957 and joined the 7th Canadian Escort

Squadron, for employment not much dif-

ferent from her previous peacetime years.
In early 1959, Swansea was reassigned to
the newly-formed 9th Canadian Escort

Squadron becoming a fully ‘Operational’
ship, although

retired Supply Rear-Admiral Charles

an ecumenical church in Port Renfrew,

Vancouver Island, whose pastor claimed
to have commanded the ship during the
War. It took the better part of two years

and some vigorous action on the part of
the Admiral, to retrieve the bell to the
Museum, where it now resides.

still committed

to UNTD Cadets’
sea-training dur-

ing the summers.

During a visit

was presented

the Pacific. On completion, she briefly

rated by the Canadian War Museum. Her

conversion to the ‘Prestonian’ Class, she

U-245 off Land’s End, England.

to undergo tropicalization for service in

later. But, happily, her outstanding war

the Naval Curator of the War Museum,

to Newfoundland

Three months later, Swansea paid off

Swansea was finally paid off on 14

name to be mentioned in the media.

took place on September 1st, 1944, when

she and sister-ship HMCS Saint John sank

unknown type of electronic equipment.

record was recognized and commemo-

ahead of her.

though then President Truman did not

knots.

to the Soviets as aerials for a hitherto

heavy-cruiser HMS Cumberland, berthed

missed by a hair, colliding with the

mm Oerlikon guns, hedgehog and depth
engines gave her a maximum speed of 20

graphic film expended on what appeared

October 1966 and scrapped in Italy a year

formal call to Washington, DC: the first

charges. Her twin screws and 5,500 IHP

land. There was considerable photo-

mouth Dockyard in June 1951, Swansea

with 1 - 4 in. gun, later replaced with a

twin 4-in. mounting, 1 - 12 pdr. gun, 20

was sent to flush them out of Canadian
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Answer to Schober’s Quiz #53 on page 13…

in 1958, Swansea

with a large set of

HMCS Swansea during WWII, possibly in early 1944.

caribou antlers,
which were

mounted forward
of the bridge

directly behind

the MF/DF loop.

The sight of these
caused a visible

stir on the part of
the intelligence

staffs onboard a

HMCS Swansea in 1958 following her conversion to a Prestonian Class
frigate.
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Book reviews
THE SEABOUND COAST: The Official
History of the Royal Canadian Navy
1867-1939 – Volume 1
By William Johnston, William G. P. Rawling,
Richard H. Gimblett and John MacFarlane.
Dundurn Press, Toronto (2010) www.dundurn.com
1,104 pp, B&W/C photos and maps, hardcover,
select bibliography, index, $70.00, ISBN 978-155488-907-5.

Reviewed by Robert H. Thomas
This massive volume [weighing in at

a hefty 2.195 kg / 4 lb. 13 oz.! Ed.] actually
covers three and a half centuries, commencing with an overview of the roles

of navies in the evolution of Canada up
to Confederation. It then describes in

considerable detail the slow evolution of
Canadian maritime policy and the con-

current growing tension between Canada
and Great Britain over colonial roles in
maritime affairs. While the Admiralty
envisioned the Royal Navy supported

by contributions of ships or money from
the self-governing colonies, Laurier was
inclined to follow the Australian model
in developing an autonomous naval

capacity and created the Canadian Navy
in 1910.

The election of the Borden govern-

ment and the start of World War One

changed almost everything. Borden had
opposed the creation of the Navy and,

until the start of the War, was reluctant
to pursue the actual creation of a fleet.

From this point on the real story is of two
men—Rear-Admiral Kingsmill and, later,
Commodore Hose. For 25 years they
built and preserved the RCN.

Through the War, the Prime Min-

ister was more inclined to listen to the

Admiralty than to Admiral Kingsmill, the

Director of the Naval Service. In turn, the
Admiralty saw the RCN as an inconvenient nuisance. It promised much but

delivered little, changed policy objectives

22

regularly and sought to sideline Kings-

mill at every opportunity. The book dis-

cusses this in considerable detail and also
describes the impact of personality con-

flicts between the RN and RCN as well as
within the RCN. Questions of rank and

over the Halifax explosion in 1917, left

it with little credibility in the immediate
postwar years.

Cmdre Hose succeeded Kingsmill in

1920. Despite his less than stellar war-

time performance, he had the vision and

political acumen to preserve a naval cadre
in the face of political, financial and interservice challenges through the 1920s.

This provided the basis from which the

RCN was able to evolve into an effective
force in the forthcoming war. Interest-

ingly, while the challenges are extensively
described, the decision is presented in

two paragraphs without exploring Hose’s
rationale and analysis.

The final section on the prelude to

seniority coloured policy, plans and op-

WWII is somewhat scanty and, after

ficers and officials were quick to propose

struggle for naval autonomy, it is puz-

erations throughout the War. British of-

actions that ignored Canadian autonomy
and displayed a woeful ignorance of Ca-

nadian geography and climatic conditions
and often contradicted earlier proposals.
Nonetheless, perhaps the patronizing

attitudes were based on a realistic assess-

ment of the limited capabilities of Canada
and her miniscule Navy.

World War I is described in length.

The RCN was seriously under-equipped,
saddled with limited and obsolete

shore facilities, inadequate shipbuilding
capability and lacking consistent policy
direction. It largely made due with

trawlers, drifters and converted yachts to
guard harbour approaches, collect intelligence and control merchant transport

routing in the Western Atlantic, especially
through the vitally important Gulf of

St. Lawrence. The great fear was that

German cruiser operations would extend
to the East Coast, based on the global

cruiser operations in 1914-15. If they had,
the RCN would have been incapable of
defending against them. As it turned

out, when several German U-cruisers appeared in 1918, they were able to operate
with impunity against the fishing fleets.
This, added to the criticism of the Navy

the earlier prolonged discussion of the
zling there is no mention of the Statute of

Westminster and its impact (if any) on Canadian naval policy. A half-dozen pages
devoted to the geopolitical situation are
overwhelmed by extensive discussions
of the standards of the various Naval

Divisions. There is little discussion of

the maritime threat to Canada. The real

battles were not at sea and thus the focus
is on the political-naval interface—there
was no direct contact with the enemy to

provide the tales of combat as presented
in previously published Volumes II and

III. The book uses a good mix of primary
sources and well-researched second-

ary sources. It is clearly a collaborative

effort with varying styles and degrees of

emphasis ranging back and forth from national maritime policy to minor disciplinary cases and anecdotes. There is a good
overview of the recruiting, training and

conditions of service, although in the latter case it relies quite heavily on Houghton’s memoirs and ignores, inter alia, H.
N. Lay’s “Memoirs of a Mariner.”

The book will be of considerable

value as a reference book for students of
Canadian naval history.

Minor quibbles include some repeti-

hold carrying illicit explosives (disproven

Bob Thomas has published a number of arti-

of miles and nautical miles into kilome-

misidentification of the pilot of the Mont

naval cooperation and naval participation in

Conference, the inconsistent conversion
tres, the flat statement that the Lusitania

was sunk by a secondary explosion in a

by a number of authorities), and the

Blanc in the dismissal of charges after the
Halifax explosion.

THE HISTORY OF THE HMCS
BYTOWN WARDROOM MESS
By The Bytown History Committee
HMCS Bytown Inc. (2010), 100 pp, photos, appendices, softcover, $15.00. ISBN 978-0-9867470-0-7.
To purchase contact Elise Coughlin, HMCS Bytown
Admin Coordinator, 613-235-7496, ext. 1, or by
email elise.coughlin@forces.gc.ca or write to 78
Lisgar Street, Ottawa, ON K2P 0C1.

cles on Canadian naval history, multinational
peace-support operations. He is a member of
Ottawa Branch.

painting that had gone missing and

was now ostensibly in the possession of

Sotheby’s in the United Kingdom, or by
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tion of the impact of the 1907 Colonial

having to go to the Judge Advocate General to help resolve a lawsuit regarding

whether the Goods & Services Tax (GST)
was applicable to certain transactions.
Lest one think the history of the

Bytown Mess is nothing but stories of
renovations, mess dues and balance
sheets, far from it.

The authors have taken what at first

Reviewed by Col P. J. Williams
Having enjoyed the hospitality of this

fine institution on more than one occa-

sion, it was with great enthusiasm that

I offered to review this book, produced
in time for the Naval Centennial last

year. Having been born in wartime and

now firmly ensconced, one hopes, within
the military social scene in our Nation’s
Capital, its story nevertheless is quite

accurately, as the current President of

the Mess Committee (PMC) points out
in the foreword: “…largely a story of

MacDonald, who stipulated that it was

to be a mess and not a club. Bylaws were
established, the first Mess Meetings were
held in June 1943, and the Mess was in

business. I was interested and somewhat
slightly amused to read that one Mess

Meeting, held in the midst of a global war

at 2000 hrs one evening, attracted some 70
officers, an astonishing number by modern standards and no doubt evocative of

the affection in which the Mess was held
by its members.

This affection was to be sorely chal-

survival against the odds.” It is a story

lenged in the years ahead as the Mess

tory Committee, among whose number I

powers that be, who seemed to be in a

put together by members of the Mess Hiswas interested to note, is one of my own
subordinates.

The book is written in chronological

order with chapters largely focusing on

decades in the existence of the property
now located at 78 Lisgar Street, a short

stroll by the way, from National Defence
Headquarters (NDHQ) if you’re ever

in town and wondering where to go for
lunch.

The Mess was founded in the early

years of World War Two, and according to
sources, it was through the inspiration of

Capt Nelson Lay RCN, that what eventu-

ally became known as HMCS Bytown was
born with, it must be said, the support of
the then Naval Minister, Angus L.

continued to come under scrutiny by the
never-ending search for fiscal efficiency,

glance could be seen as a very dry subject
and truly brought it to life; the heart of
any mess is the people, whether members or staff, and the varied occasions

on which they were brought together.

Here the authors describe in great detail

the many characters who longtime Mess

Members will recall, whether past PMCs,
members of the staff or guests. I found

particularly poignant the account of the
laying up of the White Ensign on the

occasion of the adoption of Canada’s

current flag in 1965. This event is covered
in detail in a separate appendix and the

speech by then Vice-Admiral K. L. Dyer,

DSC, CD, RC, is an object lesson in what
should be said on such occasions.

While the Mess was born in wartime,

and the recurring desire to combine all

it also served through the Cold War

theme arises time and again in subse-

posted in the Mess with the title: “Actions

services messes in Ottawa into one. This
quent chapters, and through it all the

Mess has survived and indeed Ottawa

now boasts separate officers messes for

and so I was amused to read of a notice

to be Taken When a Warsaw Pact Attaché
is Present in the Mess.”

The book contains six appendices and

each of the three services. Perhaps one

several photographs at the end, which

a description of how it weathered the

history of an institution which one hopes

of the secrets of Bytown’s survival lies in
1960s and 70s, a period which the history

records as one characterized by, “…imaginative financing and intelligent reliance
on legal advice…”.

Indeed legal advice was to be called

upon on more than one occasion, whether
as a result of establishing ownership of a

thoroughly round out this excellent little
will always grace the Nation’s Capital.
Strongly recommended!

Colonel Williams is Director Current

Operations on the Strategic Joint Staff in
Ottawa.
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WE ARE AS ONE: The Story of the
Worst Peacetime Disaster in the
History of the Canadian Navy
By Gordon Forbes
Baico Publishing Inc., Ottawa (2010), www.baico.ca
baico@bellnet.ca, phone 603-829-5141, 233 pp,
B/W photos, trade paperback, $20.00. ISBN 9781-926596-94-5. Also available for purchase at
www.weareasone.ca.

the survivors about what each remem-

bers of the events as they happened. If

this is a story of chaos and confusion, it

is also a story of individual heroism and

of men pulling together to save lives and
their ship. It is both an absorbing and a
compelling read.

The final chapters describe what

happened after the immediate crisis had
been brought under control. The ship

was towed to Plymouth where the Royal
Navy and the citizens of a city that well
understood wounded ships and sailors

Reviewed by Mike Young
The title of this book refers to the

motto of HMCS Kootenay. It also reflects

the bond between those who survived an

explosion and fire in the ship which grew

stronger following the commemoration of
the 40th anniversary of the tragedy.

In late October 1969, Kootenay was

a part of a Canadian Task Group of ten

ships in the eastern Atlantic. The group
was returning home after an extensive

deployment in European waters which
included several port visits. On the

morning of 23 October, Kootenay detached
from the main group in order to con-

duct a routine quarterly full power trial.

Shortly after 0800, the main engines were

improving damage control measures

in the Canadian Navy—long before the

a thick, black, oily smoke which began to
fill the interior of the ship. The disaster

was just beginning. By the time it was all
over, nine sailors had died and fifty-three
suffered various injuries.

The technical details of what hap-

pened in Kootenay that morning, how

it happened and why it happened, are
relatively well known in naval circles.

published analyses is the human side of
the story. Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) was not a well understood

medical condition in 1969. There was no

effective mechanism to provide the necessary counseling support to those Kootenay
survivors who might have benefitted
from such support. In one especially

tragic case, it might have saved his life.

This book brings the human side of

chapters set the scene with a short his-

doubt that the explosion and fire in

who survived. Not all the survivors were
prepared to tell their story or have it

included in the book. To some, the stress
brought on by the trauma they suffered
was too much for them to relive their

experiences. The shortcomings of the

‘system’ in 1969 compared to the much

more enlightened attitudes of today are
disturbing to say the least, and those

shortcomings still have an effect on some
of the survivors to this day.

This reviewer admits to a personal

ons Officers Course. Upon graduation,

very much about personal stories, the

author is not a neutral narrator and we

learn about his background and how he

came to be in the ship. Key players in the
ship’s company are introduced and they

give their views on the ship and her com-

pany in their own words. The impression
is that Kootenay was a ‘happy ship.’

The next four chapters describe the

heart of the book and the author uses a

series of catastrophic events. There is no

ful perspective on the reactions of those

peculiarly naval expressions. This being

years. Much was learned and measures

cifics of the explosion and the subsequent

author gives the reader a very thought-

connection. The author, Gordon Forbes

without jargon, unexplained acronyms or

events of 23 October 1969, divided into

taken to prevent a recurrence of the spe-

did not, and could not describe the psy-

on her layout and workings. It is done

The incident has been the subject of sev-

eral technical papers over the intervening

The subsequent Board of Inquiry

chological impact on the survivors. The

What has been missing from the

tory of the ship and a ‘geography’ lesson

raging fire in the engine room produced

physically exhausted ship’s company.

Falkland’s War in May 1982.

the sinking of HMS Sheffield during the

beyond 25 knots. Within the next ten

sion in the engine room shook the ship. A

ate haven for an emotionally drained and

reported on what had happened, but it

the story to the forefront. The first four

minutes, all hell broke loose as an explo-

returning to port, offered a compassion-

Royal Navy learned similar lessons from

worked up to full power and the ship

trembled slightly as the speed increased
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Kootenay had a major impact on vastly

segments of elapsed time. This is the

very effective technique to convey the

sense of what it must have been like to be
in the ship on that day. Much of this part
of the story is told in the actual words of

and I were classmates on the 10th Weapthe luck of the draw was such that I was

appointed Weapons Officer in Restigouche,
sister ship of Kootenay. By sheer coincidence, on 23 October 1969, Restigouche

was doing a post-refit full power trial in

the same Atlantic Ocean, but off Halifax.
The trial completed without incident

but when we arrived back alongside we

were ordered to open up and inspect both
gearboxes. It turned out that Restigouche
had the same problem as Kootenay. Res-

tigouche was one of only two ships fitted

with the 40-point temperature monitoring
system that the author mentions, so per-

haps we would have been able to prevent
a catastrophic event such as Kootenay

survived but will always live with the

in the Canadian Navy, qualifying as a sub-

told—even after more than forty years. In

to be read widely.

HMC Ships Fundy and Ottawa (DDH-229).

This is a story that needed to be

telling this story in the particular way he
has, the author has done a great service
for those who died, and for those who

experience. This is a book that deserves
Highly recommended!
Mike Young served for twenty-eight years

mariner and weapons officer. He commanded
He is a member of Ottawa Branch and a
former editor of ‘Starshell.’

Tribute
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experienced—perhaps.

Rear-Admiral Gordon Lewis Edwards, CMM, CD*** (Ret’d)
By Len Canfield, NSNOA

F

amily, friends and former ship-

Maritime Forces Pacific.

duced the speakers who recalled Gord’s

Wardroom, Halifax, on March

served as representative for the Govern-

plus a salty dip or two.

mates gathered in the Stadacona
11th for a memorial celebration to

remember Rear-Admiral Gordon Lewis
Edwards (Ret’d) who passed away on
March 2nd, 2011.

Speakers remembered Gordon Ed-

wards the family man; husband of his

Following retirement in 1985, he

ment of British Columbia in Ottawa and
in the Naval Reserve as a Convoy Commodore.

He was also active in a number

of organizations including The Naval

late beloved Clair, the proud father of

character, commitment and achievements,
During his eulogy, Capt(N) (Ret’d)

Peter Dumbrille said, in part, “Gord

loved life and lived every minute of it.

Irreverent, dedicated, skilful to the point
of amazement of his wingers the way

he flew fighters and handled ships …
witty, sarcastic, passionate, colourful,

Alison and Gretchen and grandfather.

exuberant, loyal, a leader and always

They also remembered the native of

… humble … no, shy.”

Medicine Hat, Alberta, who started a

Friends were important to Gord.

lengthy naval career as an ordinary sea-

He once remarked to Alison that it

man and ended up an admiral.

was hard enough to keep the friends

Gord Edwards joined the Royal

he had, let alone make new ones. Yes

Canadian Navy in 1948, trained as a

Gord … you were an ordinary seaman

naval communicator and served in the

and an admiral, but more than that,

Korean War as an able signalman. He

you were admirable.”

was commissioned in 1951, completed

Other speakers included BGen

officer training in HMCS Cornwallis and

(Ret’d) Colin Curleigh who recited

training and flew five different fighter

Tayler, “The Laws of the Navy,”

HMCS Ontario, then undertook pilot

“High Flight,” LCdr (Ret’d) Mayno

aircraft.

Gretchen Edwards Rohani and Alison

He later commanded HMC Ships

Assiniboine, Bras d’Or and Athabaskan,

Edwards, family remembrances,

Capt(N) (Ret’d) Peter Traves, “Pass-

served on the staff of the Supreme Allied

Officers Association of Canada, most

ing the Bar,” and RAdm David Gardam,

the Maritime Warfare Centre and Com-

ing committee for the largely attended

who spoke on behalf of the Navy.

Commander Atlantic, Commandant of
mander Fifth Destroyer Squadron. In

1978 he assumed command of the NATO
Standing Naval Force Atlantic, followed
by his appointment as Director General
Military Plans and Operations NDHQ,

and in 1982 was appointed Commander

recently serving as Chair of the organizNOAC 2010 AGM and Conference held

Commander Maritime Forces Atlantic,

In a fitting conclusion to the remarks,

in Halifax during the Canadian Naval

the family requested “…all are invited

since 2005.

wards’ stories and celebrate his life. This

Centennial. Gord has resided in Halifax
RAdm (Ret’d) Barry Keeler welcomed

all to the memorial celebration and intro-

to stay for the open bar, share Gord Edis the way Gordie wanted to leave this
world.”
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Obituaries
Compiled by Pat D. C. Barnhouse
Obituary Editor

F RAdm Gordon Lewis EDWARDS, CMM, CD***, RCN (Ret’d)
Ottawa Br., 80 in Halifax 01/03/11. Jn’d. RCN as OS 12/48 and srv’d.
Athabaskan (Korea). Prom. Mid. 02/52, thence Cornwallis and Stadacona
for trg. A/SLt 03/53, fll’d. by Plt. Trg. RCAF Centralia and Gimli, fll’d. in
‘54 by Shearwater and RN (RNAS Lossiemouth and HMS Illustrious). Lt(P)
04/55, thence Shearwater (871 Sqn.), Magnificent (870 Sqn.) and RCAF
Trenton in ‘57, fll’d. by USN Loan (USS Independence and Intrepid), 870
Sqn. in ‘60 and St. Croix in ‘62. Prom. LCdr(P) 04/63, thence New Waterford, fll’d. by Bytown in ‘64. Prom. Cdr 07/66, fll’d. by Assiniboine (i/c) in
‘67. Commander 7th Destroyer Sqn., Bras d’Or (i/c) in ‘70, NATO Defence
College ‘71, SACLANT ‘73 and Athabaskan (i/c) in ‘74. Prom. Capt 01/76,
thence Commandant CFMWS in ‘76 and Commander 5th Destroyer Sqn.
in ‘77. Prom. Cmdre 10/78, fll’d. by Commander STANAVFORLANT in
‘78 and NDHQ (DGMPO) in ‘79. Prom. RAdm 03/82, thence Commander
MARPAC, fll’d. by secondment to Dept. Ext. Affairs in ‘84. Ret’d. in ‘85,
fll’d. by five years in Reserve as Convoy Commodore. Civ. employment in
industry (Indal) and as BC Gov’t. Rep. in Ottawa 1986-93. Bronze Medallion ‘06. [CC, Citizen, “Canada’s Admirals & Commodores”]
F Samuel Alexander HUNTER
NOAVI in Victoria 05/11/10. No service info available. Civilian career in oil
industry. [JA, Times Colonist]
F El Lt Bruce Frederick JUNKIN, RCNVR (Ret’d)
NSNOA, 91 in Mesa, AZ 01/02/11. Jn’d. Chippawa in ‘43, prom. El Lt
05/44 and srv’d. Loch Achenalt and Stadacona. Rls’d. in ‘46. Civ. career

All these were honoured in their generations,
and were the glory of their times.
There be of them, that have left a name behind them,
that their praises might be reported.
Aprocrypha – Matthew 44:7-8

in international electrical industry. [SR, Chronicle Herald, PDCB]
F Lt(S) Ian Kenneth MALCOLM, RCN (Ret’d)
Toronto Br., 94 in Toronto 29/01/11. Lt(S) RCNVR 02/45 and srv’d. Carleton and York. Tsf’d. RCN as Lt(S) (sen. 02/41), thence Bytown in ‘46 and
Magnificent in ‘48. Rls’d. in ‘49. [AW, Globe & Mail, PDCB]
F Lt(E) Willis Stewart McLEESE, RCNVR (Ret’d)
Toronto Br., 97 in Meaford, ON 05/01/11. Jn’d. in ‘43, thence Stadacona as
SLt(E) 02/43, prom. Lt(E) 02/44, fll’d. by La Hulloise. To York in ‘46 for rls.
Civ. career in industrial refrigeration and as entrepreneur. [FM, AW, Globe &
Mail, PDCB]
F Lt the Rev George Lorimer McPHEE, RCNVR (Ret’d)
Windsor Br., 87 in Windsor 25/01/11. SLt 06/43 and srv’d. HMS Adamant
and HMS Cyclops. Prom. Lt 02/46 and rls’d. Civ. career in auto industry
then as United Church minister. [AW, National Post, PDCB]
F LCdr(E)(A/E) Ronald George WADE, RN (Ret’d)
Ottawa Br., 79 in Ottawa 12/01/11. Jn’d. RN as Cdt 01/49, prom. Mid(E)
09/49 and SLt(E) 01/51, thence Unicorn in ‘53. Prom. Lt(E) 10/53, srv’d.
Peregrine, Heron and Sanderling and qual. ‘A/E’. Prom. LCdr(E)(A/E)
10/61, thence President in ‘62, RCN Exchange (Shearwater) in ‘64 and
seconded MOA in ‘67. Ret’d. in ‘68. Civ. career with MOT Canada as
hovercraft expert. Bronze Medallion ‘06. [CC, Citizen, PDCB]
F A/SLt Ernest Hayward WINTER, RCN(R) (Ret’d)
NOANL, 85 in St. John’s 13/10/10. Srv’d. WWII RCNVR. Jn’d. Cabot
12/51 as A/SLt and tsf’d. Ret’d. List in ‘56. [YH, PDCB]

In Memoriam (non members)
F LCdr J. David S. BOHME, QC, RCNVR (Ret’d)

Former Toronto Br., 89 in Orillia, ON 05/01/11. Jn’d. in ‘40 and SLt 03/42,
thence Kings and Brockville. Prom. Lt 12/42. Qual. “n” fll’d. by Ettrick in
‘44 and Prestonian in ‘45. Rls’d. in ‘46 and prom. LCdr on Ret’d List. Civ.
career as lawyer. [AW, Globe & Mail, PDCB]
F Lt(SB) Prudence Doris Emily CLUNIE, WRCNS (Ret’d)
96 in Toronto 24/01/11. SLt(SB) 08/44 and prom. Lt(SB) 08/45. Srv’d.
York and rls’d. in ‘45. [AW, Globe & Mail, PDCB]
F Capt Harold Lindsay DAVIES, CD**, RCN (Ret’d)
74 in the Bahamas 14/02/11. Jn’d. RCN(R) as UNTD Inst. Cdt 01/56 in
York and tsf’d. RCN as A/SLt(S) 05/59. Prom. SLt(S) 08/59, Lt(S) 03/61,
LCdr 07/67, Cdr 01/75 and Capt 01/83. Srv’d. Hochelaga, Crescent, Inch
Arran, FOAC, Saskatchewan (i/c), Nipigon (i/c), Qu’Appelle (i/c), Protecteur
(i/c), Commandant Fleet School & Commander Sea Training. Ret’d. in ‘89,
thence Scotian (i/c). [CC, MARGEN, PDCB]
F Richard DAY
83 in Victoria 19/01/11. Royal Roads Cdt 08/45. [e-Veritas, PDCB]
F Lt Donald Philip DURNFORD, RCNVR (Ret’d)
87 in Oakville, ON 07/02/11. Jn’d. in ‘43 and prom. Lt 08/44. Srv’d. HMS
Trumpeter. Rls’d. in ‘45. [AW, Globe & Mail, PDCB]
F Const LCdr Ronald Leo HANLON, CD*, RCN (Ret’d)
82 in Halifax 13/03/11. Direct entry as Cmd Const O 09/57, prom. Const
Lt 11/58 and Const LCdr 07/66. Srv’d. Bonaventure, Naden, HMC Dkyds
Hfx. and Esq. and RNO Quebec. [JK, Chronicle Herald, PDCB]
F Cdr Reginald James Malcolm HARDY, CD**, RCN (Ret’d)
74 in Halifax 11/01/11. Jn’d. 09/54 as Cdt at Venture and prom. Mid
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09/56, A/SLt 09/57, Lt 08/60, LCdr 07/66 and Cdr 01/76. Srv’d. Stadacona, Restigouche, Swansea, OPVAL, Ottawa, ICCS Vietnam, Saguenay,
Preserver and Cdr MILREP Staff NATOHQ. Ret’d. in ‘91. [RL, Chronicle
Herald, PDCB]
F Lt Robert St. Clair HURLBUT, RCNVR (Ret’d)
86 in Bracebridge, ON 28/01/11. Jn’d. RCNVR in ‘42, comm. SLt 07/44
and prom. Lt 07/45. Srv’d. Chilliwack and rls’d. in ‘45. [AW, Globe & Mail,
PDCB]
F Lt Robert Barclay HUTTON, RCNVR (Ret’d)
91 in Ottawa 13/02/11. Jn’d. RCNVR in ‘39, comm. SLt 10/44 and prom.
Lt 10/45. Srv’d. Kootenay and rls’d. in ‘45. [Citizen, PDCB]
F N/S Helen Irene LAVALLEY (nee McCRACKEN), RCN (Ret’d)
94 in Qualicum Beach, BC 21/12/10. Jn’d. 02/43 and srv’d. Stadacona.
Rls’d. in ‘44. [Citizen, PDCB]
F SLt(E) Herbert Ansley MARSHALL, RCNVR (Ret’d)
90 in SW Ontario 03/03. Jn’d. ‘43 and SLt(E) 05/43. Srv’d. Bytown and
Avalon. Rls’d. in ‘45. [AW, Globe & Mail, PDCB]
F LCdr (Ret’d) John McBAIN
In Ottawa 09/11/10. No service record available. [Citizen]
F RAdm(S) Donald David McCLURE, CD*, RCN (Ret’d)
Former Ottawa Br., 95 in Ottawa 19/02/11. Jn’d. RCNVR as Paymaster
SLt 03/41, thence Avalon in ‘41 and York in ‘42. Prom. Paymaster Lt in ‘43,
fll’d. by Avalon. Tsf’d. RCN in ‘44, thence Prince Henry, fll’d. by Bytown
in ‘45. Prom. LCdr(S) in ‘45, thence Naden in ‘46 and RN Staff College in
‘48. Prom. Cdr(S) 07/49, fll’d. by Bytown in ‘49, Magnificent in ‘51 and Bonaventure Project in Northern Ireland in ‘52. Prom. Capt(S) 01/54, thence

F LCdr(E) Ernest Edwin ROBERTSON, RCNVR (Ret’d)
94 in Winnipeg 25/01/11. RMC Cdt 1933-37. Jn’d. RCNVR as SLt(E)
(sen. 05/41), prom. Lt(E) 05/42 and LCdr(E) 01/45. Srv’d. HMS Eagle (sunk
11/08/42), Stadacona and Bytown. Rls’d. in ‘45. [e-Veritas, PDCB]
F SLt Freeman Massey TOVELL, RCNVR (Ret’d)
92 in Victoria 07/03/11. Jn’d. in ‘42 and SLt 03/42. Srv’d. Kings and
Stadacona and rls’d. in ‘44 for duties with External Affairs. [AW, Globe &
Mail, PDCB]
F Cdr (Ret’d) Winston VIPOND
70 in Vancouver 06/02/11. CIL/CIC officer. One time CO of HMCS
Quadra. [RT, Times Colonist]
F Lt(P) Larry Henry WASHBROOK, CD*, RCN (Ret’d)
76 in Vancouver 08/02/11. Jn’d. as Cdt 09/52 at CMR, prom. Mid 03/55,
A/SLt ‘57, SLt ‘58 and Lt(P) 07/59. Srv’d. Quebec, Huron, Niobe (RN for
trg.), Niagara (USN plt. trg.), Shearwater, Stadacona, Bonaventure, Fort
Erie, Columbia and NDHQ. Ret’d. in ‘74. [EC, “Canada’s Naval Aviators”]
F Lt Donald Irving WEBB, RCNVR (Ret’d)
90 in Florida 30/12/10. Jn’d. Cataraqui in ‘42 and prom. Lt 05/44. Srv’d.
in Dunver and rls’s. in ‘45. [AW, Globe & Mail, PDCB]
F LCdr Thomas Willdey, CD**, RCN (Ret’d)
67 in Halifax 19/02/11. Lt 09/68 and prom. LCdr 07/74. Srv’d. in Margaree, Athabaskan, Shelburne, MARCOM HQ, NDHQ and CFB Halifax. [SR,
Chronicle Herald, PDCB.
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Maritime Surveillance

units of his fleet—regardless of the

CONCLUDED FROM PAGE 12

would certainly have had a Ready Duty

Toronto, 2009).

One West Coast surveillance-related

happening warrants mention. In October
1982, a Soviet SSN briefly surfaced or

broached at the entrance to the Strait of

Juan de Fuca. An ex-USN sailor aboard
a fishing vessel correctly identified the
submarine as a Victor III, and MPA

based at Comox flew around the clock,

maintaining contact with passive acoustics. MARPAC’s operational destroyer

squadron was conducting a COMPTUEX
out of San Diego. The training de-

stroyer squadron was in Australia for the

was too ‘busy’ to conduct routine surveil-

Ship available.

Bruce Johnston has overlooked the

The downside to conducting mari-

time surveillance on a continuing basis
is that it requires—whatever type of

moving platform is involved—patrolling.
And to many in the navy, ‘patrol’ is not a
particularly welcome word. It connotes

single-unit operation, which is anathema
to those who prefer company travel.

Most of the time, surveillance is not sexy.

But, during the Cold War, MARCOM had

Admiral Fulton was not amused.

I believe that if that incident had hap-

pened in the approaches to Halifax, John

Harwood would have urgently taken action to get some extra ‘ping time’ for the

of the Command whose raison d’être was

just that: surveillance. They included de-

stroyer and frigate crews who spent many
sea days conducting unexciting Fisheries

patrols and the like, and who in the latter
stages of the Cold War were contributing
significantly to area ASW surveillance
when towed arrays came on line.

And in response to his assertion

Canadian Patrol Frigates.

lance,” I would argue that it’s a generally

Aircraft, Patrol Submarines and later,

A good ex-USN friend of mine, who

the OSPs, later became CO of the USN’s

no ‘naval’ response. At MARCOM HQ,

commendable efforts of many members

that, “…the Command had no assigned

ships. The Command’s Ready Duty Ship,
minesweeper. In other words, there was

lance and control of our three oceans,”

the appropriate vehicles: Maritime Patrol

I’d consulted at COMSUBLANT during

alongside in Esquimalt, was an unarmed

In stating that ‘Maritime Command

distances involved. And we in Sea Ops

Commonwealth Games. The MARPAC
Commander was in Australia with his
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Bytown, fll’d. by NDC in ‘59. Prom. Cmdre(S) 01/61 and srv’d. Bytown as
DGNS, fll’d. by staff CLED in ‘64 and MATCOM in ‘86. Prom. RAdm 07/66,
thence MOBCOM as Dep. Cdr. Ret’d. in ‘67. [Citizen, “Canada’s Admirals
and Commodores”]
F LCdr(P) Bert William MEAD, CD*, RCN (Ret’d)
87 in Coquitlam, BC 08/03/11. RCAF WWII, thence RNVR, RCNVR and
RCN. RNVR SLt(A) 04/45, thence Lt(A) 09/45, fll’d. by Lt(P) RCNVR and
Lt(P) RCN (sen. 09/45). Prom. LCdr(P) 09/53. Srv’d. HMS Heron, RNAS
Yeovilton, RNAS Eglinton, Stadacona (RCN Air Section Dartmouth), HMS
Gannet, HMS Excellent, Shearwater, Niobe, HMS Siskin, Magnificent, RCAF
(Centralia, Edmonton), Nootka and Bytown. Ret’d. in 67. [JA, “Canada’s
Naval Aviators”]
F Lt(E) William Errol MUNN, RCN (Ret’d)
89 in St. John’s 16/09/10. Jn’d. Cabot in ‘51 as Lt(E) (sen. 07/47). Tsf’d.
to Ret’d. List in ‘53. [YH, PDCB]
F Lt(N) (Ret’d) Robin C. RANKIN, CD**
In Deep River, ON 13/01/11. No service info available. [SR, Chronicle
Herald]
F A/Lt(S) Ian Job REID, CM, CD, RCN(R) (Ret’d)
Formal NOAL, 85 in St. John’s 27/12/10. Srv’d. RCNVR in WWII. Jn’d.
Cabot as SLt(S) 01/52 and prom. A/Lt(S) 09/56. Tsf’d. to Ret’d. List in
‘58. Also Hon. Col 1st Btln RNR. Business career in family fishing industry.
Bronze Medallion ‘97. [AW, Globe & Mail, PDCB]
F El Lt(R) George Neville Campbell RIVINGTON, RCNVR (Ret’d)
90 in Ottawa 14/02/11. Jn’d. as SLt(SB) 04/42 and U of T radar course
(attach’d. York) thence, prom. El Lt(R) 04/43. Srv’d/ HMS Kenya, Stadacona and Uganda. Rls’d. in ‘46. [Citizen, PDCB]

the writing of the operation order for

Arctic Submarine Laboratory. As such,
he coordinated US Arctic sub-surface

deployments, which included the group
surfacings at the North Pole in 1986 and

1987 by American and British SSNs. Over
a beer, he recently commented that “If
you don’t look after your own waters,
someone else will.” Precisely.

‘responsibility’ to conduct such surveilaccepted principle that the first priority
for the maritime forces of any nation is

surveillance of its ocean approaches. We
learned that at Staff College. It is to be
hoped that the principle is still being

taught there and that, in post-Cold War

times, the lessons of the eighties and nineties are not being lost.

Keith Nesbit, Virginia Beach
NOAC Ottawa Branch
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Obscure & Offbeat
Naval Oddities
By J. M. Thornton

The Day the US Navy
Went ‘Dry’

T

he consumption of alcohol aboard

American warships has been a subject of controversy for many years.
Following the British tradition,

rum was issued until 1806 when an effort
was made to shift to whiskey which was
cheaper. In 1842, the ‘grog’ ration (rum
mixed with water) was reduced from

half a pint daily to a gill—or half a pint of
wine. An Act of Congress in 1862 finally

aboard all the American ships to which

‘wet ships and dry’ according to the indi-

form, a decree that led to many clandes-

loads of boisterous and semi-intoxicated

blind eye was cast.

forbade booze for the bluejackets in any

tine abuses, but the ‘wine mess’ (as it was
termed) remained for officers. Though
only beer and wine was to be officially

available, in reality most wardrooms kept
a stock of much more potent spirits. That
was the state of affairs until the Great

War. In 1914, Josephus Daniels was the
Secretary of the Navy under the presi-

dency of Woodrow Wilson. Daniels was a

teetotaler and a man of extreme moralistic
and prohibitionist views. Furthermore,

he was far from popular with most senior
officers.

In the spring of 1914, Daniels issued

an order abolishing the wardroom wine

mess, to take effect on the 1st of July, an

the foreign officers were invited. Boatofficers crisscrossed the anchorage as

mained ‘un-drunk.’ Numerous funereal

down and the navy remained officially

in their quest to ensure that no drop receremonies and burial orations were

conducted with mock solemnity as each

ship ‘laid John Barleycorn to rest’ forever.
Many of the tipsy mourners wore black
armbands and by midnight few of the
revellers remained upstanding.

This did not mean that liquor became

forever outcast in the US Navy, for in

in the anchorage were warships from

Great Britain and France, there soon-tobe-antagonist Germany, Spain and the
Netherlands. In a desperate effort to

consume all the remaining spirits before
the new edict took place (at midnight) a
monumental drinking session ensued

dry. Nevertheless, some concessions

were still tolerated—the liberal issuing
of ‘medicinal brandy’ being a case in

point, whilst in 1980 the sailors of the USS
Nimitz (CVN-68) ‘spliced the main brace’
with two tins of beer per man in recognition of 100 days at sea.

Regardless, no single drinking session

in the American navy could compare

alcohol—legal and otherwise. There were

Cruz, Mexico!

employed to circumvent the banning of

The Naval Officers Association of Canada
308 Kennedy Lane E
Ottawa ON K1E 3M4

international dispute with Mexico. Also

mess,’ the suggestion was roundly turned

the twenties many subterfuges were

dreaded event, the bulk of the US Atlantic
where it had been ordered because of an

However, in 1933 when President

Roosevelt offered to restore the ‘wine

Please return undeliverable address blocks to
Retournez les blocs-adresses à l’addresse suivante

Fleet was at anchor off Vera Cruz, Mexico,

vidual captain’s convictions and many a

they visited one wardroom after another

edict that caused much consternation

throughout the fleet. On the eve of the
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Rum ration being served aboard a Royal Navy ship.

with that evening of 30 June 1914, off Vera
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